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The Lakehouse 
Inn Winery

RIB, STEAK, & CHICKEN DINNERS

EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY
5 - 9PM   Call for Reservations

Visit us for your next 
Vacation or Get-Away!

Four Rooms Complete with Private 
Hot Tubs & Outdoor Patios

OPENALL YEAR!

Three Rooms at $80
One Suite at $120

www.bucciavineyard.com

JOIN US FOR LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT ALL 

WEEKEND!

Appetizers & Full
Entree Menu

See Back Cover 
For Full Info

www.grandrivercellars.com

Live Entertainment
Fridays & Saturdays!

www.debonne.com
See Back Cover For Full Info

4573 Rt. 307 East
Harpersfi eld, Ohio
440.415.0661
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Enjoy Wine?
Enjoy a bit of knowledge and trivia to go with it …..Enjoy a bit of knowledge and trivia to go with it …..

        Wine enthusiast have undoubtedly come 
in contact with the following information 
at some point but if you have not studied 
wine terminology you may not know that 
the “appellation” on a wine label denotes 
the geographic origin of the grapes used to 
produce it. In order for a winery to feature an 
appellation on its label, 85 percent of the wine 
must be produced from grapes grown within 
the confi nes of the viticultural area.
Similarly, terroir refers to the effect of soil, 
climate, and terrain, on the taste of wine 
produced in an area. Unique terroirs produce 
unique wines, and certain terroirs are better for 
growing certain types of grapes.
        Ohio’s soil and drainage are ideally 
suited for growing a variety of grapes, and its 
latitude is similar to that of the great wine-
producing countries of Europe. Additionally, 
the fertile limestone soil and moderate 
temperatures along the Ohio River and Lake 
Erie result in an intensely-fl avored, excellent 
quality grape. In the United States, the 
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau 
(TTB), regulates appellations. Because of 
Ohio’s unique growing areas, the Buckeye 
State is home to fi ve recognized viticultural 
appellations:
Lake Erie Appellation
        The Lake Erie AVA is an American 
Viticultural Area that includes 2,236,800 
acres (905,200 ha) of land on the south 
shore of Lake Erie in the U.S. states of Ohio, 
New York, and Pennsylvania. Over 42,000 
acres (17,000 ha) of the region are planted 
in grapevines. Grapes were fi rst cultivated 
in the area in the early 19th century, and 
many wineries survived Prohibition in the 
20th century by legally selling grapes to 
home winemakers or illegally selling wine to 
consumers in Canada. The wine industry in 
the Lake Erie region did not thrive after the 
repeal of Prohibition, however, and by 1967 
there were fewer than 20 commercial wineries 
in the area. Lake Erie wineries have begun 
planting and vinifying Vitis vinifera varieties 
in an attempt to improve wine quality.
Isle St. George
        The Isle St. George AVA is an American 
Viticultural Area located on North Bass Island, 
an island in Lake Erie. The only town on the 
Ottawa County island is also called Isle Saint 
George, although the “Saint” in the AVA name 
must be abbreviated as “St.” to be used on 
wine labels. Over half of the island is planted 
to grapevines. Lake Erie is warmer than the 
other Great Lakes, providing a moderating 
and warming effect on the local climate. 
Temperatures on the island during the growing 
season can be warmer than on the mainland.
Grand River Valley
        The Grand River Valley AVA is an 

American Viticultural Area located in portions 
of the Lake, Geauga, and Ashtabula counties 
of northeastern Ohio. The wine appellation 
includes all the land that is contained within 
the larger, multi-state Lake Erie AVA that is 
also within 2 miles (3.2 km) of the Grand 
River or 14 miles (22.5 km) of the shoreline 
of Lake Erie. Like the Mosel, Bordeaux and 
the Sonoma/Russian River Valley, the gently 
rolling landscape of the Grand River Valley 
American Viticultural Area (AVA) benefi ts 
from a climate moderated by the thermal 
effects of a large body of water, in this case, 
Lake Erie to the north.
Ohio River Valley Appellation
        The Ohio River Valley AVA is the 
birthplace of American viticulture. Wine 
has been produced in Ohio since 1823 
when Nicholas Longworth planted the fi rst 
Alexander and Isabella grapes in the Ohio 
River Valley. The Ohio River Valley AVA is an 
American Viticultural Area centered around 
the Ohio River and surrounding areas. It is the 
second largest wine appellation of origin in 
the United States (only the Upper Mississippi 
Valley is larger) with 16,640,000 acres (67,300 
km2) in portions of the states of Indiana, 
Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia.
Loramie Creek Appellation
        The Loramie Creek AVA is bordered 
by Loramie and Tuttle Creeks as well as State 
Route 47 in Shelby County. The Loramie 
Creek appellation currently has no operating 
winery in its jurisdiction.

Wine Trivia
• Prior to the Civil War, Ohio was considered 
America’s most important wine producing 
state.
• The art of wine making is believed to have 
been originated by the Mesopotamians around 
6000 B.C.
• The use of cork as a seal for wine bottle 
dates back to the late 17th century – the 
corkscrew is a different story. This wonder of 
the wine-age was developed in the mid-1800s.
• Ever wonder how many grapes you have 
to squeeze to get a single bottle of wine – on 
average 800.
• There are more than 10,000 varieties of wine 
grapes.
•  Dom Perignon, the namesake of one of the 
world’s most noteworthy champagnes, was a 
blind monk.
•  When the Viking Leif Erickson traveled to 
America, the fi rst things to catch his eye were 
all the grapevines. In fact, he named the place 
“Vinland.”
•  Drinking Concord grape juice can 
signifi cantly increase good cholesterol. (Nutra 
USA)
•  Fresh Ohio grapes are available from August 

to October. Choose 
fi rm, plump grapes 
on pliable stems. 
•  Dry brittle stems 
are a sign of poor 
quality.
•  Store grapes 
in the refrigerator in a 
perforated plastic bag, or in a location with 
low temperatures and high humidity. Grapes 
should last about two weeks if stored properly.
•  1-1/2 pounds of grapes yields approximately 
four cups of grapes.
•  Grapes are the most valuable fruit crop in 
the United States.
•  At the celebration party for the drafters 
of the US Constitution the fare included 50 
bottles of Madeira, 60 bottles of Claret, and 22 
bottles of Port.
•  The largest wine bottle is known as a 
Nebuchadnezzar and holds 20 regular bottles 
of wine.
•  Thomas Jefferson was the fi rst wine steward 
of the White House and stocked the wine 
cellars of fi ve U.S. presidents.
•  One grapevine can produce enough grapes 

for ten bottles of wine.
•  The Armenians claim that Noah planted the 
fi rst vineyard on earth in their country.
•  When Mt. Vesuvius buried Pompeii in 
volcanic lava in 79 A.D., it also buried more 
than 200 wine bars.
•  The largest cork tree in the world is known 
as “The Whistler Tree.” Located in Portugal, 
it produces enough cork per harvest to close 
100,000 bottles of wine.
•  In ancient Babylon, the bride’s father would 
supply his son-in-law with all the mead 
(honey wine) he could drink for a month after 
the wedding. The period of free mead was 
known as “honey month” which we now call 
the “honeymoon.”
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6432 North Ridge Rd.
(Rt.20) • Madison
(440) 428-0575

or 866-428-0575
www.naturalremi-teas.com

Blending The Traditional Ways
With The Modern!

Featuring Hot & Iced
Blended Coffees and

Chai Smoothies, Loose
Teas such as White,
Rooibos, Guarana,

Ginsing & Yerba Mate,
Chia Seeds for Hydration,

Weight Loss
& Controlling Sugar Levels.

We Are Not Your Normal
Coffee & Tea Shop or Health Store.

Chia Seeds
WE HAVE

AS SEEN ON OPRAH!

TA   E IIK
Playing 80’s Plus

A Little Before & After!

For Booking Call
330-889-0088

Fri. Nov. 2nd
Deer’s Leap

 
Sun. Nov. 4th
Ghoulardi Fest with
Big Chuck & Little John
Brookpark, Ohio
 

Lakehouse Inn
Geneva-on-the-Lake 2-5

Piano Bar with Vocals

Fri. Oct. 26
"Costumed
      Karaoke"
KOOL BEANZ
Coffeehouse

(wear your costume!)

Sun. Oct. 28

The Lakehouse Inn

Sun. Nov. 11

Mardi W. Snyder Art Opening

Free admission! "Got Art?"

For more information,
call Julie 440-897-6227

www.julieslatterymusic.com

D
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5504 Lake Road On the Strip Geneva-on-the-Lake, Ohio (440) 466-7990 

OPEN DAILY 7am-2:30am! (1am beginning Nov. 1)
New Kids & Senior Menus Available

Open at 7am for Breakfast and
cooking until 11pm, fryer may be available later.

Most items available for take-out, too!

www.HighTideTavern.com

Halloween Crawl
Get your shirt thru the end of October

Facebook & BettysBar@HighTideTavern.com

DJ/KARAOKE EVERY FRI. & SAT. 8PM-2:00AM

NO BOOKS! NO NUMBERS! NO HASSLES! (12:30 beginning Nov. 1)

Photo-of-the-Month Contest
Submit photos from High Tide or High Tide Events.

Monthly winner gets a gift certificate for A DOZEN WINGS!
Drop off a memory stick, cd, most camera memory cards or email to CustomerSupport@HighTideTavern.com!

ALL PHOTOS

GO ON OUR

WEBSITE!

Happy Hour 1-9pm
95¢ Canned Beer & Well Drinks Every Day (Holidays Excluded)

ENJOY OUR PATIO!

FEATURING
DAILY 

SPECIALS

Step back in time with
the classy crooning of

"Phil Turk"
October 26th

7-10pm
(Trivia & Prizes)

Super
Hero
Halloween Party
October 27th!

The Holiday Season will soon be upon us 
and our 3 adopted families need your 
help.  We are accepting donations of 
cash and non-perishables for their 

Thanksgiving Dinners.

Don’t forget Geneva 
Ghoulfest!
        Glow In The Dark Adult Wiffl e Ball 
Sponsored By: Grand Valley Soap October 
26th at 6:30PM at the Pairings Property-
Park & Eagle Street.FMI or to register call 
the Geneva Rec Center at (440) 466-9139 
or email genevarec@genevaohio.com 
Ghoulfest Pumpkin Pie Contest Drop off 
your pumpkin pie at Coconuts in Geneva 
by Noon on Oct. 27th.  4:00 pm Spaghetti 
Dinner at the V.F.W $4.50 per plate 
Sponsored by the Geneva V.F.W 5:00 pm. 
Carved Pumpkin Contest for Ages 5+ 
Drop carved pumpkins off at the Geneva 
Recreation Center between 5:00-5:30. 
Sponsored By Grape Jamboree 

Hay Rides in front of the City Hall 
Sponsored by Brent Carrick. 5:45 pm 
Parade Line-Up & Costume Contest 
Come dressed in costume to the Pairings 
Property awards for scariest, funniest and 
most creative costume. Sponsored by Carols 
Corner. 6:00 pm Parade To the Recreation 
Center 6:15 pm Haunted Gym, Food, 
Games & Candy The Haunted Gymnasium 
opens its doors after the parade with scares, 
thrills and more. Food, games and candy 
served at the Geneva Fire Department. 
There is a lot of fun to be had on October 
27 so be sure to check genevaohio.com for 
a full list of Ghoulfest events. The whole 
town will be frightfully fun! 
TRICK OR TREAT – for the City of 
Geneva is Sunday, October 28th 4PM-
6PM

Winegrowers of the Grand 
River Valley Turkey Trot 
Progressive Wine Tasting 
Event Saturday, November 17, 2012   
1-5 p.m. $5 per person at each winery. 
All wines will be paired with dishes from 
a traditional Thanksgiving Feast to help 
you pick out wines for the holidays. No 
reservations necessary.
MENU: 
Debonne Vineyards – Turkey Sliders 
Ferrante Winery & Restaurante –Turkey & 
Cranberry Roulade Drizzled with Cranberry 
Franc reduction 

St. Joseph Vineyards – Walnut Cranberry 
Stuffi ng 
Laurello Vineyards – Cranberry Meatballs 
Grand River Cellars – Pumpkin 
Cheesecake Bread Pudding
Call 440-298-9838 for more information
November 10-11 Veterans Day Weekend—
Fee Free Days!
James A. Garfi eld National Historic Site, 
8095 Mentor Avenue, Mentor 12:00pm-
5:00pm
The Secretary of the Interior has designated 
Veterans Day weekend as fee-free at all 
National Park Service sites. Walk the 
grounds, check out the museum exhibits, 
watch the fi lm, and take a guided tour of the 
Garfi eld home for free! www.nps.gov/jaga 
440-255-8722
        
Violinist Andrew Sords and 
pianist Elizabeth DeMio will 
perform a duo recital featuring classical 
music works by Beethoven, Corigliano, 
Bloch, and Saint-Saens on Sunday, 
November 11, 2012 at 2pm at St. Peter’s 
Episcopal Church in downtown Ashtabula. 
The concert is free and open to the public 
and a free and open “Meet-the-Artist” 
reception follows the recital. Sponsored 
by the Fine Arts Concert Committee of the 
Church. FMI phone 440-992-8100 or visit 
www.stpetersashtabula.org. Address for 
GPS/mapquest: 4901 Main Ave., zip 44004.
        
Made In America, Local Flag 
Company Pays Tribute to 
Veterans
        With Veterans Day right around the 
corner (November 11th), fl ags will be fl ying 
to honor those who have served in our 
country’s military. But keeping the tradition 
close to home, Canton based fl ag company 
RS Sewing has produced a fl ag 100 percent 
USA made to honor veterans nationwide. 
The company is also donating 10 percent 
of all Veteran’s Day fl ag proceeds to Ohio 
based veteran charities to show support for 
their services.
        The Veteran’s Day fl ag, which 
measures 3’x5’ honors multiple divisions 
of the military including: Army, Marines, 
Navy, Air Force, and Coast Guard, making 

it the perfect gift for any veteran this 
holiday.
        In addition, the fl ag is also available in 
smaller 12”x18” sizes for gravesites. The 
goal of R.S. Sewing is to get cemeteries 
to put this fl ag on every veteran’s grave 
to distinguish and honor veterans from 
other gravesites in the cemetery. This is a 
company goal and mission.
        In addition to creating specialized fl ags 
for  the upcoming holiday. RS Sewing is 
also the largest supplier of American made 
stick fl ags in the United States. All of the 
materials used to create their fl ags are 100 
percent made in the U.S.A. Unlike other 
fl ag companies who import from China 
and overseas for parts, RS Sewing makes 
it a point to manufacture and produce 
everything locally. Rssewing.com

Gifts From the Heart of Nature 
Show and Sale
Preview Party: Friday, Nov. 9, 3 - 8pm 
Open to Public: Saturday, Nov. 10 thru Dec. 

30 at Warren H. Corning Visitor Center  
9500 Sperry Road Kirtland, Ohio 44094 
440.946.4400
9am - 5pm each day (closed Nov. 22 and 
Dec. 25) 
        The beauty of Northeastern Ohio 
provides the inspiration for handcrafted 
gifts, available during this event. Celebrate 
nature’s splendor and browse each artisan’s 
creativity for original gifts. This event 
promotes regional artists with nature 
inspired works and crafts made from 
environmentally responsible materials. A 
portion of each sale supports The Holden 
Arboretum and local artists. Preview party 
includes light appetizers, beverages, live 
music, as well as an opportunity to chat 
with many of the artists.
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Blood Punch or Flaming Glogg 
Anyone?

440-259-5077

Hours:

Join us for Live Entertainment

 
Halloween Costume Party

Sat. Oct. 27th

The Relay!

www.theoldmillwinery.com

440.466.5560
Reservations not needed 
but always a good idea!

Kitchen HoursWinery Hours
Mon-Closed
Tues-Thur 3-9pm
Fri: 3-Midnight
Sat: Noon-Midnight
Sun: Noon-9pm

Entertainment Fri & Sat: 7-11pm
Sunday Open Mic  4:30-7:30pm

Hosted by Susie Hagan

Gift
Certificates
make great

gifts!

DECK
STILL
OPEN!

Mon- Closed

Fri: 4-10pm
Sat: Noon-10pm

Join us for

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
4-5:30pm Tues. thru Thurs.

20% off ALL FOOD PURCHASES!

Thurs, Oct. 25: Tom Smith
Fri, Oct. 26: Ernest T Band
Sat, Oct. 27: Lost Sheep Band

                    w/Wags & Fred
Thurs, Nov. 1: Evergreen
Fri, Nov. 2: Miles Beyond
Sat, Nov. 3: Stone River Band
Sun, Nov. 4: Open mic
                    w/Jimmy Ales

Fri, Nov. 9: Free Howie
Sat, Nov. 19: Castaways

LAST MONDAY OPEN OCT. 29th
All Domestic Beers $1.99

Halloween Costume Party
  Sat. Oct. 27th!
Cash Prizes for 1st, 2nd & 3rd place.

Music by Lost Sheep Band!
Enter if you dare!!

New Weekday Specials in October!

www.deersleapwine.com

Tasting Room Bands Fri. & Sat.

EER’S LEAP WINERY

BBBa

R’S EAPPPP II

 Uncharted Course

 Ta  e II
 Uncharted Course

k

      Halloween is the time to explore your 
dark side.
      This is a blend of All Saint’s Day and 
Samhain. Both celebrate respecting your 
ancestors and thinking about those who have 
passed on. 
      Use your imagination to make this Hal-
loween punch exceptionally creepy! 

Ingredients
2 750ml bottles Merlot red wine 
15 oz Cranberry juice
4 oz rum
1 cup peeled green grapes

      Mix together the red wine, juice and rum 
until well mixed. Add in the peeled grapes, 
and refrigerate overnight. 

      Serve the next day from a large punch 
bowl. Tell your guests that it’s blood punch 
with eyeballs, to go with the Halloween 
theme. For even more fun, toss in some Glow-
ing Ice Cubes!! 
 
Flaming Glogg

1 bottle red wine
1 bottle fl avored vodka
10 whole cardamoms
5 whole cloves
2 sticks of cinnamon
4 fi gs
1 cup raisins
1 cup blanched almonds
1 orange skin, dried
1/2 lb sugar cubes

       Put wine, fl avored vodka, cardamom, 
cloves, cinnamon, fi gs, raisins, almonds and 
orange into a pot. Simmer until almost boiling. 
Remove from heat. 
        Put sugar in sieve, dip into liquid. Light 
with match and burn until gone. Cover to put 
out fl ame. Serve liquid warm, putting a few 
raisins and almonds into each glass.
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The Lakehouse Inn Winery

 
Inquiries@thelakehouseinn.com

Book your Fall & Winter getaway at our
Bed & Breakfast! Lakefront Jacuzzi Suites!

Sun. Oct. 28: Julie Slattery
Sun. Nov. 4: Phil Turk
Sun. Nov. 11: Take II

Hours: Wed-Sat 11:30AM-9PM
Sunday 12PM-7PM

Winery Hours: Wednesday & Thursday 12PM-6PM

Spinach Risotto Cakes with Walnut 
Crust and Savory Tomato-Wine Sauce

Impress your friends with this awesome ap-
petizer which uses both dry red and dry white 
wine. 

Ingredients
2 T extra-virgin olive oil
1 medium onion, fi nely chopped
salt
1 ½ c Arborio rice
¾ c dry white wine
4 c chopped fresh spinach leaves
½ c freshly grated Parmesan 
cheese, plus more for garnishing
freshly ground black pepper
5-7 c vegetable broth
3 large eggs
2 c fresh bread crumbs
2/3 c toasted walnuts, fi nely 
ground

Savory tomato sauce (topping)
Sauté 1/2 cup onions and 2 
cloves chopped garlic. Mix with 
1 large can tomatoes, 1/2 cup dry 
red wine, salt and pepper. Puree 
in food processor. Serve warm as 
a sauce for the risotto cakes.

        1.     Make the risotto ahead: 
Heat the oil in a heavy-bottomed 
large saucepan over medium heat 

until shimmering. Add the onion and a pinch 
of salt and cook until translucent, about 5 
minutes.

2. Stirring constantly with a wooden spoon, 
add the rice and cook for 1 minute. 
3. Add the wine and cook, stirring often, until 
the wine nearly evaporates, about 2 minutes. 
4. Add 1 cup of the hot broth and cook, stir-
ring often, until the rice absorbs the liquid. 
5. Continue adding the hot broth in ¾-cup 
increments and stirring often until the rice is 
nearly tender, about 20 minutes. 
6. Stir in the spinach and continue to add 
broth as necessary until the rice is creamy (not 

soupy) and soft but still a bit al dente, about 5 
minutes.
7. Remove from the saucepan and stir in the 
cheese. Adjust the seasonings, adding salt 
and pepper to taste. Chill at least 4 hours or 
overnight.
8. Make the cakes: Move an oven rack to the 
middle position and heat the oven to 425°. 
9. Brush the remaining 2 tablespoons oil over 
a large rimmed baking sheet. 
10. With a fork, lightly beat the eggs in a shal-
low bowl. 
11. Combine the bread crumbs and walnuts in 
a second shallow bowl. 
12. Shape ¼ cup of the chilled risotto into a 

3-inch round. Dip the risotto 
cake into the eggs and then into 
the breadcrumb mixture. Shake 
off the excess bread crumb 
mixture and place the breaded 
risotto cake on the oiled baking 
sheet. Repeat with the remain-
ing risotto to make a total of 12 
risotto cakes.
13. Bake the risotto cakes, 
turning them once, until golden 
brown, 20 to 25 minutes. Serve 
immediately.
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By Peter Meredith

LOCATED ON THE STRIP
GENEVA-ON-THE-LAKE RESORT

Roasted Corn-on-the Cob

Open thru the end of October
for the Halloween Crawl

on weekends!

twis ted perspec t ive
“You are far too pessimistic.” A friend says to 
me.
“I am a realist with pessimistic tendencies,” I 
reply.
“No you are a depressed pessimist with 
psychotic tendencies, which means you have 
a negative view of the world and yourself and 
you scare me sometimes.” He stoops and picks 
up a leaf. “To me this is a pretty orange and 
gold leaf. This reminds me that it is autumn 
and the holidays are coming up. What do you 
see?”
“I see you holding a dead thing, in fact a fi ne 
symbol of death.”
“It is meant to die. To a tree this is like losing 
a fi ngernail, you wouldn’t mourn the loss of a 
fi ngernail.”
“It is the tree’s only outward expression of 
it being alive,” I tell him. “From a certain 
perspective, the leaf is the only difference 
between a live tree and a dead one. Without 
leaves, a tree is either dead or in state so 
closely resembling death that you would have 
to cut it open to tell which.”

“I suppose so.” he says, “You seem a little 
fi xated on death today are you feeling 
alright?”
“I am fi ne, you just mentioned the holidays 
and it made me think of our celebrations of 
death.”
“Ok, I will bite,” he said. “Where does death 
fi t into any of our celebrations?”
“You can see death all around us, in fact, death 
gives texture to our lives. Consider it similar 
to how an artist will use shading to bring out 
the colors in a picture. It does not take much to 
see how death fi gures in many of our holidays. 
Presidents Day for instance, we only really 
honor dead presidents; we don’t celebrate the 
living ones. These we ridicule at best and at 
worst we heap scorn and hatred upon them. 
As a nation we haven’t really liked a sitting 
president since JFK and he died before we 
could start properly hating him.”
Twirling the leaf in his hand with a grin on his 
face, he asks “Well, tell me, where is the death 
in Arbor Day?”
“Arbor Day, easy, I sit at my mahogany 
desk which rests upon my Cherry hardwood 
fl oors, in my pine framed home watching the 
fi replace roar and thank God we can still kill 
trees with impunity. Don’t give me that look 
hypocrite. I have seen your house. I say keep 
planting these wonderful trees; I need them 
so I can read my morning paper and blow my 
nose. We pretend Arbor Day is all about how 
nice and pretty trees are, but really we like 
them dead and hacked to pieces. Tell me, what 
is the fi rst thing an Eskimo would do if a giant 
redwood sprung up next to his igloo?”
“Hang up his laundry?” He smiles and asks, 
“So how about St Patrick’s Day?”
“You mean besides the DUI related deaths?” I 
asked. “I have heard you use the terms “drink 
yourself to death or drink yourself to oblivion” 
to me a couple of times. In a very real sense 
alcohol is a poison. On St. Patty’s Day 
people purposely ingest very high dosages and 
the next morning what do they say? I feel like 
I have been hit by a truck, my mouth taste like 
death etc.”
Tossing the leaf aside he says, “That’s kinda 
weak. If you can show me the death in 
Christmas I will give you ten dollars.”
“Simple. The ONLY reason we celebrate the 
birth of Christ is because of how and why he 
died! It is not because of any miracles that he 
performed. Others, before and after, performed 
similar miracles yet they don’t get a big day. 

“For God so loved the world, that he gave 
his only begotten Son...” Jesus, The Lamb Of 
God, in this case the sacrifi cial lamb. That will 
be 10 dollars.”
“Fine Mister Negative. What do you have 
against New Years?”
“New Years Day and Birthdays are not 
actually celebrated by too many people after 
the age of 35. Why? Because we are forced 
into the realization, by these arbitrary days, 
that life is slowly draining from you like sand 
trickling down the wall of the hour glass. 
Though you may have a party thrown to 
celebrate your birth, or go to a New Year’s 
Eve party, inside you know it’s one more 
year slipping away. I know many people who 
refuse to celebrate either event and proclaim 
out loud that it is just another day. These same 
people thought it was fun at 25.”
I pick up the leaf and say “I could go on you 
know. Easter, too easy, Jesus gets nailed to a 
cross and gets raised from the dead. Memorial 
Day, we are suppose to remember those that 
died in war. Thanksgiving, death to turkeys 
or Native American culture, take your pick. 
Valentine’s Day, death to freedom. The best is 
Halloween. The pageantry and the symbolism 
are not very subtle. Yes there are girls dressing 
up like the latest Disney Heroine and buffoons 
that think dressing up like a girl is clever. But 
every other kid carries a sword or gun or battle 
axe. As a boy you are either a killer or a killer 
of killers.”
“That is just the children,” I continue, slowly 
crushing the leaf in my hand. “Adults not only 
drape their own bodies with the trappings of 
death but their homes as well. Skeletons, stray 
eyeballs, a beating heart and other various 
body parts are only the beginning of the 
decorations of death. We then ritualistically 
sacrifi ce pumpkins, mutilating and disfi guring 
their bodies with our largest knives just for 
the fun of it. Having scooped out their guts we 
commence to make a pie out of their innards. 
Then we adorn our windows or porches with 
their corpses.”

“You are far too pessimistic.” A friend says to 
me a second time.

Peter Meredith is Vice President of sales and 
marketing of Light Energy Designs. His usual 
writing focus is on energy effi cient lighting 
but sometimes the pen takes him elsewhere.

Halloween, Not Just About Death, There Is Candy Too!
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By Cat Lilly

          In 2008 Gina was nominated for Best 
New Artist Debut at the Blues Music Awards 
in Memphis, Tennessee, and also performed 
at the ceremony alongside acclaimed blues 
pianist, David Maxwell. 
          Her sophomore release, “Hey 
Sugar” debuted at #10 on the Living 
Blues Radio chart and consisted 
of nine original compositions. 
The effort proved her also to be 
a legitimate contender in the 
worlds of Classic Country and 
Americana. Sicilia toured the 
United States extensively 
in 2008-2009 and in 
2011, took part in the 
Legendary Rhythm and 
Blues Cruise. There, she 
performed alongside 
such artists as Kenny 
Wayne Shepherd, Joan 
Osborne, and The Holmes 
Brothers.         
         Now twenty-fi ve 
years old, the genre-
defying Gina Sicilia 
continues to smash 
pigeonholes into kindling 
and redefi ne the boundaries 

~ Continued on Page 10

Gina Sicilia
Saturday, October 27th 

Winchester Music Hall

        To be sure, Philadelphia-based vocalist 
and songwriter Gina Sicilia has come a long 
way in a relatively short time in the blues 
world. This is not to say that she’s some new 
up-and-comer, either, as this woman in her 
mid-twenties has been actively singing the 
blues and writing her own songs since she was 
an adolescent.          
          Gina Sicilia exploded onto the scene 
in 2007, as her debut CD, “Allow Me To 
Confess”, was met with joyous acclaim by 
fans and critics alike. She was heralded as 
a distinctive new voice in the blues, as well 
as an insightful songwriter and interpreter 
of neglected classics in the Rhythm & Blues 
canon. JazzReview called her “the best blues 
singer on the music scene today.” BluesWax 
said she was a singer with “...star potential.” 
A few months after the album’s release, Sicilia 
signed with the VizzTone Label Group.

of soulful music. Her singing and songwriting 
continue to break new ground, showing 
remarkable depth, power, and seemingly 
unstoppable growth.
       Sicilia has been praised by the Boston 
Globe for her “earthy, voluptuous voice” 

and Blues Revue had this glowing review: 
“Not since Susan Tedeschi has a young 

female blues singer made such a strong 
impression, remarkable voice.” About.
com said she “delivers a vocal and 

lyrical performance that rates 
alongside the titans of early-1960s 

soul.” 

Early Days
          Gina Sicilia was born 
on March 6, 1985 in Newton, 
Pennsylvania, a suburb of 
Philadelphia. She is the 
youngest daughter of Giovanni 
Sicilia, an Italian immigrant, 
born in the southern Italian 
province of Calabria who 

immigrated to the United States 
in the 1960s, and Patricia Sicilia, 

born in Philadelphia. Sicilia has 
an older brother, David Sicilia, 

a physicist at Dartmouth 

College as well as an accomplished musician, 
and an older sister, Anne-Marie Sicilia, a 
math teacher in New Jersey. Sicilia attended 
the Council Rock School District in Bucks 
County, Pennsylvania.
          Exposed to music early on by her 
parents, Sicilia showed a passion for it at a 
young age. By age 12 she began writing her 
own songs, and by sixteen she had written 
numerous songs that would later be recorded 
on her debut album.
          In 2007 Sicilia graduated from Temple 
University with a degree in journalism. 
During her sophomore year of college, Sicilia 
began attending the weekly blues jam at 
Warmdaddy’s in Philadelphia. It was there she 
got her fi rst performing experience and met a 
large group of local musicians who would help 
her to record her fi rst demo. 
“Can’t Control Myself”
          With her 2011 release, “Can’t Control 
Myself”, Gina broadens her stylistic palette, 
infusing even more Soul and Americana into 
her bedrock infl uences of blues and R&B. 
“Can’t Control Myself” was produced and 
engineered by Gina’s label mate, the insanely 
talented Dave Gross, who also played every 
instrumental track on the record except for 
trumpet, sax, and one lap-steel track. This CD 
features seven Gina Sicilia compositions, as 
well as three choice covers borrowed from 
Bobby “Blue” Bland, Stevie Wonder, and Ike 
& Tina Turner. 
          In June, 2011 Sicilia was nominated 
for a Blues Blast Award in the category of the 

Hours: 3pm-1am Weekdays
11am-1am Weekends (Open for Lunch)

THURSDAYS

Oct. 25: Jim Fuller

Nov. 8: Rob Covert

FRIDAYS
KARAOKE 

  

$3 Margaritas & Mojitos
$2 16 oz. Drafts

$1.50 Domestic Bottles Halloween Party
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MANOR

OPEN
DAILY

INCLUDING
HOLIDAYS!

1153 Mechanicsville Rd.
ATM

NETWORK Mastercard
®

®VISA

Watch NASCAR & Browns on Our Big Screens!

Friday Nite Fish Fry! FREE JUKEBOX!

Tuesdays: 40¢ JUMBO Wings & NOW SERVING BONELESS!
Live Acoustic Music with Jimmy & Friends FOOD

& DRINK
SPECIALS!

 

GRAND RIVER

Tues, Nov. 13

 

~Continued From Page 9

Read NCV online

“Sean Costello Rising Star Award”. In August, 
2011 Sicilia released a music video for 
“Addicted”, which was directed by Saturday 
Night Live producer Tanya Ryno. “Addicted” 
is an undeniably catchy song that won’t let go. 
It’s swanky, gritty, sassy, sexy, 
and fun. She captures the allure 
of danger in word and with a 
warm, rich vocal that sells the 
song. She’s aided brilliantly on 
the video by her partner-in crime 
Dave Gross, (seriously, is there 
any instrument this guy can’t 
play?) 
          Sicilia has opened for such 
notable acts as Johnny Winter, 
Joe Bonamassa, Shemekia 
Copeland, Beth Hart, and James 
Cotton. No doubt Gina will be 
steamin’ up the house at her 
Winchester Tavern show – don’t 
miss this date with a real hot 
blues mama!  www.ginasicilia.
com    Tickets are $10.00.   
Showtime is 9pm.

Debbie Davies
Friday, November 16th Winchester 

Music Hall  

“Davies playing is extraordinary – full 
of propulsion and energy and melodic 
invention.” - People Magazine.

“She wields an 
electric guitar 
as if it were a 
wand.” - Los 
Angeles Times.
          Debbie 
Davies is 
an award-
winning singer, 
songwriter, 
and blues 
guitar player of 
extraordinary 
talent.  A 
professional 
musician 
since the early 
1980s, Debbie 
ranks among 
the top blues 
artists in the 
country. She 
has received 

ten nominations for Blues Music Awards, 
and in 1997 and 2010 won the award for Best 
Contemporary Female Blues Artist.
          First Debbie landed the lead guitar 
spot in Maggie Mayall and The Cadillacs, 
an all-female band led by wife of British 
blues pioneer, John Mayall. Then in 1988 she 

was recruited by Albert Collins to join the 
Icebreakers, and for the next three years she 
was a featured guitarist performing behind one 
of the most innovative bluesmen of all time.
          The roster of artists who have joined 
Davies in the studio on her recordings 
reads like a who’s who of the blues: Albert 
Collins, Ike Turner, James Cotton, Mick 
Taylor, Peter Green, Coco Montoya, Duke 
Robillard, Tommy Shannon, Tab Benoit, 
Chris “Whipper” Layton, Sugar Ray Norcia, 
Mudcat Ward, Charlie Musselwhite, Bruce 
Katz, Per Hanson, Noel Neal, and Rod 
Carey. debbiedavies.com  Tickets are $15.00. 
Showtime is 9pm.
(Winchester Tavern and Music Hall is located 
at 12112 Madison Avenue, Cleveland 44107.  
Phone 216-226-5681 for tickets and more 
information. Winchester was voted#1 Live 
Music Venue in Cleveland on the Fox 8 Hot 
List for three years in a row – 2009. 2010, and 
2011!!)

Daily Specials

Full Kitchen Menu

2 HAPPY HOURS!
7:30-10:30am

& 4-6:30pm

Home of the Hoover

306
LOUNGE

7377 Lakeshore Blvd.
Mentor

440.257.3557
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By Chef C.T. Basil

        Halloween is many people’s favorite 
holiday and I agree that we should get the 
day off. Especially if your child wants to be 
some alien worm ninja that requires twelve 
hours and a team of professional makeup artist 
to put on. As parents it is easy to get a little 
carried away with a costume for the little ones. 
Kids get so excited for the chance to become 
something else for a day and there is no limit 
to the possibility of what they can be. This is 
how I think about food and how there are no 
limits to the possibilities of creating something 
wonderful.
         What kind of food do ghouls and ghost 
like to eat? Does Frankenstein eat guacamole? 
These are questions we have to ask when 
planning a monster bash. Pot lucks are fun 
options, as well as taking some of the cooking 
pressure off of you, they free up more time for 
creating a house of mystery.     
          As pumpkins take over the porches all 
over our nation the Chef wondered where 
the jack-o-lantern came from. Thanks to the 
World Wide Web this info is readily available 
and it turns out the fi rst jack-o-lantern was a 
turnip! The old Irish folk lore says a shrewd 
old farmer was being chased by villagers 
from whom he had stolen from when he 
came across the Devil. Jack being quick with 
his tongue convinced the devil to turn into 
a silver coin to pay 
for the stolen goods 
in exchange for 
his soul. Jack then 
placed the Devil into 
his wallet next to 
a cross striping the 
Devil of his powers. 
As the man grew 
older he made a deal 
again with the Devil 
offering to release 
him for his soul back. 
The Devil agreed 
and when the man 
died he had no were 
to go. Heaven didn’t 
want Jack for dealing 
with the Devil and 
he was also barred from hell. Jack then asked 
how was he to see where to go with no light. 
So the Devil threw Jack an ember from hell 
that would never go out so he could travel the 
Earth looking for a place to rest for eternity. 

Jack carved out his favorite food, the turnip, 
and placed the ember inside to light his path. 
That is the reason a carved pumpkin is called 
a jack-o-lantern. That is one of my favorite 
ghost stories and here are a couple of my 
favorite spooky treats for all hollows eve! 
Cook forever Chef C.T. Basil!!

MONSTER ALLIGATOR 
PEARS GUACAMOLE

3 ripe avocados smashed (also referred to as 
alligator pears) 
2 jalapeños de-ribbed and seeded minced  
1 habanera de-ribbed and seeded minced
6 cloves of garlic minced
½ medium onion minced
2 plum tomatoes small diced cap removed
1 lime juice and zest
½ lemon juice and zest
1 tablespoon Mexican oregano
½ teaspoon chili powder
½ teaspoon cumin
salt to taste
¼ cup Pomegranate seeds (optional)

        First mince and dice all ingredients and 
combine. Mix in spices and zest set aside. Cut 
the avocados length wise in half then twist to 
separate the half’s. To remove the pit tap the 
edge of your knife in the center of the pit then 
twist and pull and pit should remove clean. To 

remove pit from 
blade squeeze the 
back end of the 
pit away from the 
blade. Remove 
fl esh from skin 
with a spoon and 
smash then mix 
minced peppers 
and spices then fold 
in pomegranate 
seed careful not 
to smash the 
seeds. Let chill in 
refrigerator for two 
hours to combine 
fl avors, the longer 
you let it sit the 
better. Also to 

prevent the guacamole from turning brown 
place plastic wrap right on the dip.

HONEY FIERY BAT WINGS
    
5 pound chicken wings fried or baked
1 stick butter melted
4 jalapeños chopped
6 cloves garlic minced
2 cup red hot sauce
1 ½ cups orange blossom honey
2 teaspoons Cayenne pepper
1 tablespoon red pepper fl ake
¼ cup brown sugar
salt and pepper to taste

 Melt butter then saute jalapeños and 
garlic for 2-3 minutes. Then add remainder 
of ingredients and whisk till combined. Toss 
wings in sauce and serve hot!!

HAPPY HALLOWEEN 

EVERYBODY! 

AGES 3-18
 Ballet
 Jazz
 Tap
 Contemporary
 Hip-Hop

ADULTS
 Ballet
 Tap
 Hip-Hop
Zumba
Ballroom

(440) 428-6666

www.tcsdance.com
2656 Hubbard Rd. 

 Hip-Hop Ballro

266

AGES 3-18 ADULTS

www.Abbeyrodeo.com
Abbey Rodeo is now on Facebook!

Sat, November 3rd
West Side Debut

Hooley House - Brooklyn
9:30 til Midnight
216-362-7700

 
Sat, November 10th

Hooley House - Mentor
9:30 til Midnight
(440) 942-6611

 
Abbey Rodeo Video at:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=siwWk_2hELk
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CD REVIEW

School of Rock, 
whose alumni like 
it loud and prefer 
cash on delivery.  
“Saturday” has 
Gatewood thumbing 
through his daily 
planner—to the 
sounds of pedal 
steel and percolating 
keyboards—for his 
“once a week fi x for 
all the other days.”
       The achingly 
poignant “Magnolia 
Tree” is the autobiographical tale of an adult 
son driving his elderly father down Highway 
7 one last time to revisit his childhood home.  
The pair lose their way and have to consult 
a town clerk for directions, but the delay 
affords precious time to tie loose ends and 
sing “poor boy songs” while trekking through 
Nagodoches. It’s a real tearjerker, a rim-shot 
and kick-bass driven diamond whose catchy 
acoustic refrain recalls Arlo Guthrie’s 1972 hit 
“City of New Orleans,” but repurposes it for 
a more personal, wistful ballad.  “Magnolia” 
effectively puts Gatewood in league with 
Harry Chapin (“Cats in the Cradle”) and Dan 
Fogelberg (“Leader of the Band”) when it 
comes to memorializing one’s Old Man with 
eloquent, poetic sincerity.
        The chin-up, follow-your-heart title track 
has Gatewood encouraging listeners not to put 
their lives on hold chasin’ pots of gold. We 
can imagine Hootie and the Blowish’s Darius 
Rucker belting this one at a roadhouse on 
karaoke night—but we’ve got REM’s Michael 
Stipe on speed dial for refl ective folk-rocker 
“No One Knows.”  The passage of time is also 
calibrated on “Slippin’ Away,” where guitar 
chords punctuate the meters over smooth 
electric piano.
        “By the time my brain is alive, my 
morning’s halfway passed,” Gatewood sings, 
echoing the sentiment of many Monday 
morning cubicle zombies.
        Finale “With You All the Way” would fi t 
neatly on the shelf along Neil Young and Chris 
Isaak, what with Gatewood’s pretty, restrained 
acoustic guitar and melancholy harmonica.  

Bob Gatewood
Be Good to Yourself
       Bob Gatewood has always been a 
storyteller at heart. As front man for Fagan’s 
house band Calabash, it fell upon him to 
shoehorn stories of everyday people into the 
group’s party-rock sets.
        It’s been two decades since Calabash 
dominated the Flats, but barfl ies are still 
thirsty for shots of working class rock whose 
lyrics refl ect the positives and negatives of 
life in the Midwest.  Some musicians excel 
at painting portraits of factory towns where 
the skyline consists only of water towers and 
church steeples.  Others cater to middle class 
listeners by singing about escaping suburbia.  
Pat Dailey and Alex Bevan have made careers 
out of chronicling the island-based alternatives 
to the daily grind in Hicksville.  
       The most talented songwriters fi ll both 
niches.  They can pen twelve-bar boogies and 
unplugged anthems celebrating the salt of the 
earth simple folk who work the smokestacks 
and silos, then—without skipping a beat—
serve up coconut and kiwi fl avored earcandy 
about good times in sand and sun where the 
girls all wear Daisy Dukes and the red Solo 
cups runneth over.  
        Gatewood’s one of those few entertainers 
who can get an audiences eating out of 
his hand from the word go (or, “Hello, 
Cleveland!”).  That’s why he felt right at home 
whenever Calabash played the idyllic Erie 
vacation destination known as Put-in-Bay 
back in the Eighties.  
        Now, with two solo discs under his hat, 
Gatewood is back with a third helping of 
rustbelt rock homebrewed especially for all 
you Parma expats and Kelly’s Island weekend 
warriors.    
       Recorded in Nashville with old Calabash 
cohort / session guitarist Tom Bukovac 
(Rascal Flatts, Kenny Rogers, Willie Nelson) 
and drummer Joe Vitale (Joe Walsh, CSN), Be 
Good to Yourself is an eleven-track exercise in 
reconnecting with the past while forging the 
future.  
         Apart from his chameleon-like voice and 

considerable skills as a tunesmith, Gatewood’s 
greatest asset is his quarter-century-strong 
rapport with audiences across Northeast Ohio.  
Bob respects that bond, playing this project 
close to the chest and rejoicing in the moment 
(even in middle age) without alienating fans 
who’ve come along for the ride.  The result is 
a very personal album that fi nds a father and 
son bonding for the last time on one track, and 
an overworked guy exploring creative new 
ways to lose his mind on another.    
         The album bursts open like a match to 
gasoline, with Gatewood leading his crack 
band through the boogie blues of “You Go 
Missin’.”  Torn from the ZZ Top Book of 
Three-Chord Guitar Shuffl es, the radio-ready 
tune exploits the distrust in a nascent romance.  
Gatewood’s fl ustered Lothario (whose garage 
mechanic growl turns words like listen and 
forgiven into listunn and forgivunn) doesn’t 
like not knowing where his girl is 24/7, so he 
channels his doubt into a crunchy guitar riff 
and searing solo.
       “Getting to Know Her” will sate the Adult 
Contemporary / Country crowd with its reggae 
rhythm and Southern guitar twang; it’s one of 
those she’s-too-good-for-me gems sung from 
the perspective of a regular Joe who—in an 
epiphany—realizes how lucky he is.  “I Need 
You Know” takes the opposite approach, its 
story of love-gone-wrong starting sultry but 
growing increasingly dissonant.   Mournful 
bended notes and slashing chords (think The 
Beatles’ “I Want You (She’s So Heavy”) 
mirror the emotional disconnect as Vitale 
snaps his snare and bassist Dave Santos pins 
the bottom end.
        “I’m alone beside you now,” sings 
Gatewood.  “But these days I’m just bringing 
you down.”
        Bob slips into blue jeans and Carhartt 
jacket on the rough-and-tumble “It Is What 
It Is,” an uproarious, bass-powered boogie 
whose don’t-know-nothin’-about-nothin’ 
narrator “takes it as it comes and give[s] it as 
it goes.  Then Gatewood gives a shout-out to 
100.7 WMMS, saluting the Buzzard’s glory 
days under Kid Leo with “I Ain’t Workin’ 
for the Man.”  With barroom piano tinkling 
away beneath an urgent beat, the abbreviated 
track comes straight out of the Ian Hunter 

It’s a ballad devoted to taking stock, apprising 
the present, and appreciating the now of life 
and love.
        Be Good to Yourself boasts a bright, crisp 
courtesy expert mixes by Joe Baldridge and 
top-notch mastering by guru Richard Dodd 
(Roy Orbison, Boz Scaggs, Steve Earle).  The 
guitars and drums are particularly clean, and 
extraneous instrumentation is neatly panned 
stereo left and right, resulting in a terrifi c 
headphone experience.  Fans of Tom Petty, 
The Eagles, Jackson Browne, and Matthew 
Sweet will fi nd lots to like here.
        Gatewood frequents The Fishbowl at 
Put-in-Bay on weekends, but he’ll play a post-
Thanksgiving show on Saturday, November 
24th at Brother’s Lounge (11609 Detroit 
Ave. Cleveland).  Local blues queen Kristine 
Jackson opens.  

www.bobgatewood.com 
http://www.shop.bobgatewood.com/Bob-
Gatewood-Be-Good-to-Yourself-Bonus-
Pack-300.htm 

www.cdbaby.com/Artist/BobGatewood 
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For full schedule
DonPerrySaxman.com

or
www.facevaluemusic.com

Face Value Duo

Ferrante Winery

Face Value

The Dry Dock
Madison on the Lake

        A performance by the CLEVELAND 
JAZZ ORCHESTRA, Led by Artistic 
Director Sean Jones, the CJO pays tribute to 
the legendary pianist, composer and arranger. 
Hanna Theater, 2067 E. 14th, Cleveland.  
November 10th, 8 pm.  
(Pre-show talk @ 7:30)  
For ticket information, 
visit www.clevelandjazz.org or 
www.playhousesquare.com

       Attention jazz enthusiasts!  This is an 
opportunity, which should not be missed.  A 
study of Thelonius Monk, one of the most 
unorthodox and misunderstood, yet most 
infl uential fi gures in American music is 
scheduled at PlayhouseSquare.  Join Sean 
Jones and the CJO for an educational journey 
through the music and 
arrangements created 
by one of the most 
imaginative minds in the 
history of jazz.
        Thelonious 
Sphere Monk (October 
10, 1917 – February 
17, 1982) was an 
American jazz 
pianist and 
composer, recognized 
as one of the most 
infl uential fi gures 
in the history of 
jazz   Monk had a unique 
improvisational style and 
made numerous contributions to the standard 
jazz repertoire, including “Straight, No 
Chaser”, Round Midnight” and “Blue Monk.
        His compositions and improvisations 
are fi lled with dissonant harmonies and 
angular melodic twists and are consistent 
with his unorthodox approach to the piano, 
which combined a highly percussive attack 
with abrupt, dramatic use of silences and 
hesitations.  Monk’s style was not appreciated 
by everyone, and he was once dismissed by 
jazz critic Philip Larkin, as “the elephant on 
the keyboard”.

         Monk began piano lessons as a young 
child and by the age of 13, had won the 
weekly amateur contest at the Apollo Theater 
so many times, that he was barred from 
entering.        At the age of 19, he joined the 
house band at Minton’s Playhouse in Harlem, 
where along with Charlie Parker, Dizzy 
Gillespie, and a handful of other players, he 
developed the style of jazz that would later 
become known as bebop.
          Visually, Monk was renowned for his 
distinctive style in suits, hats and sunglasses. 
He was also noted for the fact that at times, 
while the other musicians in the band 
continued playing, he would stop, stand 
up from the keyboard and dance for a few 
moments before returning to the piano.
          In 1947, Monk made his fi rst recordings 

as a leader, for 
Blue Note. These 
albums are some 
of the earliest 
documentations of his 
unique compositional 
and improvisational 
style.  That same 
year, he married his 
longtime love, Nellie 
Smith and they later 
had two children, 
Thelonious, Jr. and 
Barbara (1954-
1984).  Through the 
`50s and `60s, Monk 
gained international 

recognition as he performed and recorded 
continually with the biggest names in the 
business, such as Miles Davis, Charlie Parker, 
Sonny Rollins and John Coltrane. 
        In 1964, Monk appeared on the cover of 
Time Magazine, an honor that (as of 2010) 
has been bestowed upon only 4 other jazz 
musicians, Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, 
Wynton Marsalis and Dave Brubeck.
In the early ‘70s, he discontinued touring and 
recording and appeared only on rare occasions 
at Lincoln Center, Carnegie Hall, and the 
Newport Jazz Festival.

By Don Perry

        During his lifetime, Monk received 
numerous awards and continues to be honored 
posthumously. The Smithsonian Institution has 
immortalized Monk’s work with an archive of 
his music.
        The Thelonious Monk Institute of Jazz 
was founded to honor Monk by preserving the 
music to which he dedicated his life. Monk’s 
integrity, originality, and unique approach set 
a standard that is a shining example for all 
who strive for musical excellence.

LOST SHEEP BAND

www.lostsheepband.com

Sat. Oct. 27
Old Mill Winery
Halloween

Party!
7-11

MOSTLY MONK:

A tribute to the legacy of Thelonius Monk

Thurs.
Nov. 1
Old Mill
Winery
6-8 pm

 
Sun.

Nov. 4
Winery at

Spring
Hill

2:30-5:30

Mitch 216-513-0529
Jennifer 440-463-3951

For future shows and
booking opportunities visit

www.facebook.com/
evergreen.acoustic.music
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Freddie Mercury: 
The Great Pretender

        English actor-comedian Rhys Thomas’ 
extensive knowledge of Queen got him hired 
to write sleeve notes for all the “Bohemian 
Rhapsody” band’s 2011 reissue albums.  He’s 
already produced seven DVDs for the classic 
rockers, including Greatest Video Hits and 
Live at Wembley. Thomas also produced the 
Queen BBC-2 documentary Days of Our 
Lives.  Now he can add “defi nitive Freddie 
Mercury DVD” to his resume.
        Freddie Mercury: The Great Pretender 
picks up where Days left off, focusing on 
the fl amboyant—but often enigmatic—man 
behind one of rock’s greatest acts.    
        Mixing archival footage of Mercury 
interviews with behind-the-scenes studio 
and music video clips (including fresh 
commentary by Queen members, Roger 
Taylor and Brian May) Thomas delves into 
the personal life of a bona fi de superstar 
who—despite his fame and ability to enthrall 
audiences 250,000 strong—feared being alone 

and struggled to keep his love life out of the 
public eye.     
        Some of Freddie’s closest associates also 
chime in on his passions, predilections, and 
need for media silence.  We’re taken from 
Freddie’s birth (real name Farrokh Bulsara) in 
Zanzibar all the way to his death from AIDS-
related illness in 1991, but the bulk of the fi lm 
centers on Mercury’s work (and play) in the 
decade of excess. Baby photos and images of 
the buck-toothed Bulsara at boarding school in 
India paint a picture of a child detached from 
family who learned to make his own fun.  
        Anchoring the documentary is Mercury’s 
lengthy sit-down with music journalist David 
Wigg on the release of his fi rst solo album, 
Mr. Bad Guy, in late 1985.  The intimate chat 
becomes a visual touchstone to which Thomas 
frequently returns during later discussions of 
Mercury’s triumphs and failures.
        “Half a minute?”, Mercury parrots one 
of the sound crew.  “I can get married and 
divorced in that amount of time.”
        Mercury’s chain smoking and frequent 
sips of water belie a nervousness not often 
associated with rock deities—a timidity 

for which he compensates with 
trademark cheekiness.  Asked about 
the new music, Mercury coyly tells 
Wigg the solo effort is “just a bit 
on the side.”  He claims enormous 
crowds (like the sea of 300,000 
spectators shown at Rio ‘85) don’t 
daunt him; he considers it his 
role to win people over and send 
everyone home feeling they’ve had 
a good time.
        Queen manager Jim “Miami” 
Beach talks viewers through 
the making of the ill-fated Mr. 
Bad Guy, and how Columbia—
banking on another Thriller—gave 
Mercury a huge advance. The 
record company’s unyielding faith 
only pressured the singer, who 
underestimated the labor required 
to top the last Queen release, The 
Works (which included the hits 
“Radio Ga-Ga” and “I Want to Break Free”).
         “He was doing everything himself,” says 
producer Reinhold Mack.  
        “You have to remember, if Michael 
Jackson has three or four #1 singles, there 
are probably sixty songwriters and 900 songs 
involved.”
        Resisting external urges to compete with 
Jackson, Mercury hung out happily with the 
moon-walking musician (until he tired of 
having Michael’s llama in the studio); we see 
pictures of the singers at sessions for “State 
of Shock” and “There Must Be More to Life 
Than This” in late 1982.  Neither track was 
completed in time for inclusion on the mega-
selling Thriller.  Another later version of 
“Shock”—featuring The Jacksons with Mick 
Jagger instead of Mercury—was a minor hit 
in 1984.
        “I missed out,” jokes Freddie, slapping 
his knee.
         The singer rebounded by turning his 
attention to the next Queen record, A Kind of 
Magic, and we’re treated to video outtakes 
and live performances of selections like “One 
Vision” and “Who Wants to Live Forever.”  
The disc (which doubled as a soundtrack for 
the movie Highlander) drew mixed reviews—
but the band still wielded considerable concert 
clout in the wake of its triumphant set at Live 
Aid.
         Composer David Arnold marvels how 
Freddie’s uncanny rapport with fans allowed 
him to connect with everyone at Queen shows, 
no matter the venue. “I’ve sat in the second 
row and in the back,” reports Arnold.  “And 
I never felt further or closer at either place…

I’m not sure how he did that.”  
        Guitarist May speculates that Mercury 
thrived on making spiritual connections 
because of how Jimi Hendrix once made him 
feel at a concert. “Freddie was a fan fi rst,” 
says May.
       Addressing his larger-than-life stage 
persona in other interview bits, Mercury 
insists he’s “quite boring, really,” and that his 
outrageous costumes and campy delivery were 
all parts of an act—one he wasn’t inclined 
to perpetuate offstage.  “I hate interviews,” 
Freddie tells one reporter while lighting 
another cig. “I don’t like talking to people I 
don’t really know.  Anyway, the media has 
built me up to be an ogre and a tyrant.  They 
don’t know the real me.  Probably no one ever 
will.”
        Mack remembers how Mercury loved 
recording in Munich, if only because he could 
walk down the street there without being 
accosted.  But Freddie’s affi nity for assorted 
mischief sometimes intruded upon work; he’d 
start checking his watch for “club time” and 
wrap sessions early to go dancing with friends.
Back in New York, the singer bought an 
upscale apartment overlooking 52nd Street just 
to be closer to the gay nightlife.  
        “They were scoring guys, scoring coke, 
scoring opportunities for debauchery,” Mack 
says of Freddie’s entourage.
        The fi lm provides a villain in the person 
of Mercury’s assistant (and part-time lover) 
Paul Prenter, who introduced the mustachioed 

By Peter M. Roche
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“I detest life insurance agents; they always argue
that I shall some day die, which is not so.”
         ~Stephen Leacock
            Author, Professor, Lecturer
                        and Humourist. 1869 ~ 1944

TREEN INSURANCE

Scott Treen

(440) 576-5926

We will even insure Bobbiedazzler!

Auto Home Business Life

By Ron Emser

New Guinness to be Introduced
        Guinness is introducing Guinness 
Generous Ale, a 5.6 percent alcohol by 
volume holiday ale that offers the distinct 
roast of malt Guinness is known for in the 
style of a more traditional English Ale. The 
beer will be available in a Guinness Winter 
Selection Variety Pack, which will hit shelves 
nationwide around Nov. 1. The Guinness 
Winter Selection Variety pack will feature 
the new Guinness Generous Ale, along with 
Guinness Black Lager, Guinness Draught and 
Guinness Foreign Extra Stout.
Blue Moon getting craftier with Vintage Ale, 
Graffiti and Expressionist collections
        The Vintage Ale Collection will return 
next month with new branding but will still 
be packaged in 750ml bottles. Villa made it 
sound as if both of the following beers will 
be released in November: Proximity, a wheat 
ale brewed with “the juice of Sauvignon 
Blanc grapes,” and Impulse, a wheat ale 
brewed with “the juice of Cabernet Sauvignon 
grapes.” 
        Villa des The Graffiti Collection 
will be packaged in 22 oz. bottles and 
includes: Tongue Thai-ed Ale, brewed with 
lemongrass & basil and Pine in the Neck 
Double IPA, brewed with Juniper berries. He 
also mentioned a cherry imperial stout and 
that there “will be a bunch of other beers” 
in this series.cribes the flavor as “sparkling 
chardonnay with a hint of beer.”
The Expressionist Collection, meanwhile, will 
feature a Belgian Pale Ale and a Farmhouse 
Red Ale.

Mike’s Hard Chocolate Cherry debuts 
in Winter Grab Bag variety pack
        Mike’s Hard Lemonade Co. is bringing 
something refreshingly different to the 
festivities this holiday season – a brand new 
flavor, mike’s® hard chocolate cherry, 
available only for a limited time. Now through 
January 2013, mike’s hard chocolate cherry 
will be available on shelves in the mike’s 
WINTER GRAB BAG which also includes 
mike’s hard winter blackberry and mike’s hard 
cranberry lemonade.
        With the launch of its first ever holiday 
variety pack, mike’s enters the season of 
celebration poised to put its “always different, 
always refreshing” stamp on the marketplace.
“From Halloween to New Year’s Eve, the 
weekends are filled with festive parties, 
feasts and reasons to have fun with friends 
and family. Mike’s is all about more flavorful 
experiences, so this year, instead of eggnog, 
we’re giving people a chance to celebrate 
with something totally new and different—our 
mike’s hard chocolate cherry,” says Andy 
Horrow , chief marketing officer, Mike’s Hard 
Lemonade, Co.
        Mike’s hard chocolate cherry, a beverage 
that balances the sweet flavors of smooth 

chocolate with fresh cherry for a satisfyingly 
tart kick, will help bring back the fun of all 
the holidays this season. Mix it up this year: 
bring mistletoe to the Halloween party, add 
some spice to your Thanksgiving turkey, leave 
Santa a mike’s hard chocolate cherry by the 
fireplace.

Dogfish Head, Grateful Dead to 
collaborate on American Beauty Strong 
Pale Ale
        Dogfish Head Craft Brewery and 
Grateful Dead, two pioneers who built their 
followings by connecting directly with beer 
lovers and music lovers, are collaborating 
on the newest beer in Dogfish’s line of off-
centered ales.
        Working in that happy place between 
creative ideas and like-minded people, the 
off-centered brewery and free-spirited band 
have been trading ideas for a beer they’re 
calling “American Beauty.” They’ve settled on 
a strong pale ale with all-American hops and 
barley, and now they’re asking their loyal fans 
to suggest a special ingredient – and the Dead-
inspired story behind it.
         “Grateful Dead Productions is extremely 
pleased to be partnering with Dogfish Head 
Craft Brewery on the American Beauty pale 
ale. We’ve looked for a long while for the 
perfect brewery to team up with for a Grateful 
Dead-inspired brew, and feel we’ve finally 
found the right fit. Aside from Dogfish’s 
history with music-themed brews, we love 
their beer, and think it’s the best around. Plus, 
these are really good people and are the type 
of folks we want to work with,” says David 
Lemieux, legacy manager for Grateful Dead.
        “The feedback the band got from Dead 
Heads was always an important factor in 
their shows,” says Dogfish Founder and 
President Sam Calagione. “And at Dogfish, 
we’ve always thought of our pub regulars 
and brewery tour guests as an informal focus 
group, so we’re sending a shout out to all 
those Dead Heads and Dogfish Heads by 
making them a driving force behind this beer.”
Did you trade a bushel of fresh clementines 
for tickets to a two-night-stand at Long Beach 
Arena? Or maybe your dad first laid eyes 
on your mom sipping a cup of green tea in 
the parking lot of the legendary Cornell ‘77 
show? Jog your memory, tell the story, and 
suggest the ingredient at the heart of that 
story. You could help bring this counterculture 
collaboration to life.
        Suggestions for American Beauty’s final 
ingredient will be taken online in December. 
A panel from the Dogfish Head and Grateful 
Dead teams will pick the ingredient they feel 
works best in the context of a strong pale 
ale recipe. The brewery and band hope to 
invite the fan who suggested the ingredient to 
Dogfish’s coastal Delaware brewpub in the 
spring of 2013 to help brew a test batch.
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The Scenic Ashtabula River
Leaf Trail at Holden Arboretum

Photos by Amber Thompson

Corning Lake at Holden Arboretum

Lake Erie at sunset

Harpersf ield Vineyard
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By Helen Marketti

JOHN FORD COLEYJOHN FORD COLEY
        During the 70s, John Ford Coley was 
half of the singing duo with England Dan. 
Their hits included, “I’d Really Love to 
See You Tonight”, “Love Is The Answer”, 
“We’ll Never Have to Say Goodbye Again”, 
“Nights Are Forever Without You” and more. 
Everyone can hear these great classics and 
more on Saturday, November 10 as John will 
be at The Winchester in Lakewood. 
     “I grew up on The Beach Boys, Buffalo 
Springfi eld, Joni Mitchell and even Stephen 
Foster to name a few. It was an eclectic mix 
for me because I liked so many artists across 
the board,” explains John. “Music as a career 
for me just kind of took on a life of its own. I 
went to college and ended up with an English 
Literature major and there was a time that I 
even thought about going into medical school. 
Music wasn’t something that I had planned on 
doing the rest of my life but it came to a point 
where God kissed me and said this is what you 
are going to do.”
     John’s career has spanned over forty 
years. “I really love what I do. I’m not one 
of these guys that just plays guitar when I get 
onstage. I play it all of the time whether it’s 
at the airport, hotel room and so forth. It’s 
also a way of calming myself down. I like to 
play music more than I like to listen to it. I 
really have learned a lot from watching other 
people over the years. When you get that kind 
of inspiration, it keeps you moving forward 
because you’re always learning something,” 
said John.
     Over the years, John has worked with many 
artists such as Fleetwood Mac, Lou Gramm, 

Randy Bachman, Carly Simon, Elton John, 
Chicago, Heart and Led Zeppelin. “One of the 
things that make this so enjoyable are all of 
the different people I get to play with. I always 
like to catch up with others to see how they 
are doing and what they are working on.”
     John spent many years with England Dan 
(Dan Seals) as his musical partner. “Dan and 
I are both from Texas and had known each 
other since high school. Dan always tried to 
talk in an English accent because of the British 
groups. Since he had a natural southern accent, 
it wasn’t very easy for him to speak in an 
English accent (laughs). Dan’s older brother, 
Jimmy Seals (Seals & Crofts) gave him the 
nickname of England Dan.”
     “Dan and I were together for a long time,” 
said John. “We started playing together in 
high school and at fi rst we didn’t get along too 
well because he wanted another guitar player 
with the band instead of me. We then ended up 
singing Everly Brothers songs together, started 
writing together and ended up becoming 
the best of friends, more like a brother than 
anything else. We did great things together for 
many years and broke up in 1980. After that, 
he went into Country music. We had a good 
friendship for years. It did get ugly between 
us for a little while but we mended things. We 
realized it was other people who were trying 
to put a wedge between us to gain control. So 
we put all that aside and got back on track. 
Dan passed away a couple years ago and we 
had no issues between us what so ever.”
     He continues, “The difference between 
then and now in the music industry is that 

when Dan and I were together, 
we never did it to become 
famous, we did it because we 
really enjoyed the music. We 
played in smoky, smelly, dark 
clubs because we wanted to 
play the music. Now it seems 
that people are more concerned 
with just being famous. They 
don’t seem very concerned with 
playing the music. I believe 
there are some who really don’t 
care about the music; they just 
want the perks of being famous. 
There really aren’t any perks 
as one might think. The road is 
not easy as some may think and 
some don’t last for very long 
because they are expecting “star 
treatment” and it just doesn’t 
happen like that.”
     John enjoys singing the hits 
from the early days as well as his current 
material. “I have never had a problem playing 
the songs that everyone wants to hear. Each 
time I play those songs, it’s different. I might 
be by myself or I might be with a band. I 
have never gotten onstage and wished I didn’t 
have to do it. I really enjoy those songs and I 
don’t mind looking back because I think it’s 
important to see where you have come from 
and where you are going. It is what it is. I play 
my new material and the old ones too because 
that’s what people want to hear.”
     John has played at The Winchester in 
Lakewood before and always enjoys the 

venue. “Jim who owns The Winchester is 
a great host. Plus I like playing with The 
Cryers. We are all good friends and can laugh 
together. I enjoy that.”
     “You never know what people are going to 
be attracted to when you play your music so 
it’s gratifying when fans approach you. You 
know that you have made an impression on 
them somewhere along the line. I would like 
to welcome everyone to come on out and see 
us at The Winchester on Saturday, November 
10. It will be a great stress relief.”
For more information: 
www.johnfordcoley.com
John Ford Coley is on Facebook.
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By “Stickman” Rick Palm

         The Tea Party. Unfortunately these days, 
the name conjures up a political movement 
and since we’re waist deep in election crap 
- the less said about that, the better. The Tea 
Party - No Politics, Just Rock And Roll. That’s 
their campaign and I’ve been on board since 
1993 when I heard “Save Me” on 95.9 out of 
Canada. My appreciation grew intensely after 
hearing their “Splendor Solis” album (for 
all intents and purposes, their debut album) 
and when I fi nally saw them live on their 

“Transmission” tour in 1997 - I was blown 
away!!
        And now, many albums, a split and a 
reformation later - this incredible band is 
ready to document just how potent they are 
on stage with their fi rst live album - “The Tea 
Party - Live In Australia - The Reformation 
Tour 2012” (yeah, I stole that word earlier - it 
fi t better than the one I was gonna use).
        So, I sat down with the guys, singer/
guitarist Jeff Martin, bassist/keyboardist/
and more Stuart Chatwood and drummer/
percussionist Jeff Burroughs before their 
August show in Lockport, New York. After 
thanking them on behalf of fans around the 
world for coming back, I began with a dumb 
question…

Stick - Now, for the uninitiated, how would 
you best describe your music? Besides 
awesome (laughter)

Stuart - Canadian power trio. I would say 
we’re progressive, some people have called us                                       

that, a little esoteric, a little world music.

Jeff Martin - Very sexy.

Stuart - A little blues, a little rock.

Stick - When I’ve been asked about you, 
in very simple terms - I describe you as 
“Physical Graffi ti” era Led Zeppelin with Jim 
Morrison type vocals.

Jeff Martin - Well, that would be the lowest 
common denominator, I guess.

Jeff Burroughs - If you have to generalize or 
pigeonhole it, yeah, I can take the Zeppelin 
stuff. For the Morrison stuff - I get it, you 
have to choose a baritone style singer. But 
Jeff’s melody and range and vocal ability - not 
putting down the late great Jim Morrison, 
obviously - but Jeff’s far more skilled in that 
sense, just as a vocalist 
and a singer.

Jeff Martin - Being 
a 42 year old man 
now, I can say he was 
just a kid - ya know? 
(laughter)

Stick - There are tons 
of bootlegs out there, 
now you have your fi rst 
live album coming out 
(The Tea Party - Live 
In Australia - The 
Reformation Tour 2012 
- a not so subliminal 
reminder!). Would it 
have been possible 
without Pledge Music?

Stuart - It would have been possible, of 
course. It was just a great - I don’t want use 
the word synergy - a coming together of fans 
and band for a common goal - to get this thing 
out.

Jeff Burroughs - I think it was a good way to 
gauge whether or not we still had fan support 
as well. It’s kind of shitty to have to think in 
business terms when you’re in a band and 
trying to be as artistic as possible and trying 
to earn a living through what you do in an art 
form. But the fact is, to make a record - you 
need money. So, like Stuart was saying, that 

synergy between fan and artist - it was a great 
gauge. We would have known if, after 100 
days and we weren’t quite at 100% (of their 
Pledge Music goal) - well, what’s going on? 
(they hit their goal in fi ve days and ended up 
at around 350%)

Jeff Martin - To add to that, back in the day 
- when we were signed to EMI, we were one 
of the few bands that had creative control. 
But still, if we would have gotten involved 
with the record company for this live record 
(The Tea Party - Live In Australia - The 
Reformation Tour 2012) perhaps we would 
have to make some compromises and things 
like that, right? But with going through the 
Pledge Music thing, and the fans and basically 
us having control over what we wanted to do 
- this is going to be basically every Tea Party 
fan’s dream, ya know? Because we’re not 
holding back on anything.

Stick - “Illuminations” 
just so happened to be 
the fi rst DVD I ever 
bought, so - I had to 
buy a player for that. 
Now I see the new one 
(coming this fall) is 
going to be on Bluray 
so  (laughter) now I 
have to go out and get 
a Bluray, - what next? 
(more laughter) maybe 
go retro on Beta or 
something, so I have to 
fi nd one of those (more 
laughter) or a view 
master - that would be 
pretty cool!

Stuart - Tea Party 3D, man - get yourself some 
glasses! (more laughter)

Jeff Burroughs - Do you still have your vinyl 
player?

Stick - Oh yeah! I pledged the vinyl and the 
CD. For some dumb reason, I forgot about the 
download (that came with every pledge - doh!) 
Is it going to be a really nice package with a 
gatefold and all that kind of stuff for the vinyl?

Jeff Martin - Stuart did the design on it.

Stuart - It is a double gatefold and lots of great 
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Can Karaoke Help?  
     I’m often asked that question because I once ran a business where 
karaoke was a staple for fun for the customers and continued growth 
for our business.  Karaoke kept our business from going under during 
the roughest years of the economic downturn.  We offered it on 
commonly slow nights because it brought regulars in who showed up 
faithfully each week, bringing family and friends to hear them sing and 
eventually get up and sing themselves!  These singers would send 
pictures of themself singing to their friends and then suddenly a party 
of two became a party of four or six.
    From those original karaoke nights came other business such as 
catered parties (WITH karaoke because this is a great activity to make 
any party a blast or even just keep the kids busy while the adults 
watch them and talk).   We would host fundraisers where folks would 
dare each other to sing songs, paying dollars to the fund as the 
person accepted the dare.  Family parties were often rebooked from 
one birthday to the next because of memorable duets, “dress like your 
favorite rock star” themes and from that came theme nights like “Glee” 
or “Musicals” or “Rat Pack.”  These would have our register ringing all 
night long because they needed to stay hydrated for all that singing.  
We sold wristbands to help with the costs of keeping our karaoke 
show going, but there are other ways to help make this a win-win 
offering for both the customer and the business owner.
    

Also...TRY OUR EXCITING

GAME SHOW!

Attention Bar Owners:

pictures of the tour as well.

Stick - How did you decide on the artwork for 
the cover?

Stuart - Well, Led Zeppelin had this great 
album in the 70’s (laughter)

Stick - Okay, I didn’t want to point that out 
right away - I thought I’d get thrown off the 
bus or something! (laughter) “Enough of the 
Zeppelin stuff, dude!”

Stuart - It’s a point of reference.

Stick - The Australian tour - did it go better 
than you expected?

Stuart - It had been 8 years since we’d been 
there, so it’s such a long time for people to 
forget - but, it turns out people remembered 
and they just embraced the band and missed 
the band all those years.

Jeff Martin - Always in Australia, in the past 
we had incredible reviews from the music 
press, but nothing 
as glowing as 
what this tour was 
like - so that was 
great as well.

Stick - How about 
Europe?

Jeff Martin - 
Nothing for a long 
time. Maybe in 
the new year with 
a new record, we 
might hit Europe 
again. We’ll see 
how it goes.

Stick - And the 
possibility of a 
U.S. tour? I know 
the radio support isn’t really the best.

Jeff Burroughs - It would be really great if 
there was a way to gauge, much like we did 
with the record, to see how it would even go. 
It’s just, being in your 40’s and starting brand 
new somewhere is not an easy task. Because 
everyone has families and to go on the road 
in America - to do it right, you’d need three 
months - two months minimum.  And just to 
pay wages, or decide if we’re gonna be driving 
a van overnight ourselves.

Stuart - Even though we were on a major 
label through the 90’s in the states, they really 

had trouble getting the word out about the 
band. I mean, we were coming out the same 
month as Stone temple Pilots, so they were 
given priority. Things like that happened 
along the way. Nowadays, with the access to 
information people have with the internet, 
people can come see us one night, and then 
convert a bunch of people - so I think being a 
good live band combined with the internet is 
actually a positive thing for us.

Stick - Okay, before I wrap this up - a portion 
of the proceeds from your Pledge Music 
campaign goes to The Steven Hoffman Fund 
For Cancer Research - how’s that looking?

Stuart - The family is just blown away! Our 
goal is to raise a million dollars eventually. 
Then we can hire a full time person that 
researches cancer there, forever.

       And with that, it was a wrap - the guys 
still had to meet with a group of lucky fans 
before the show - and what a show!!! The 
only drawback was that they could only play 
a shortened set, so Mrs. Stickman’s favorite 

Tea Party tune 
got cut (we were 
warned ahead of 
time about that!).  
The Tea Party - No 
Politics, Just Rock 
And Roll. You 
can check them 
out on YouTube, 
and of course their 
website - www.
theteaparty.com 
(which they nearly 
cashed in on 
with the political 
yayhoos) and The 
Tea Party Offi cial 
page on Facebook 
(there could be 
something on 
Myspace, but who 

goes there anymore!?) The Tea Party’s fi rst 
ever live CD and DVD - Live In Australia - 
The Reformation Tour - will be available on 
November13th and 18th, respectively on I tunes 
and Amazon.com. Thanks to the guys for 
chatting with me before the show, thanks to 
Cynthia Barry of SRO Management and The 
Tea Party’s road manager Liam Killeen for 
setting up the interview. The Tea Party rocks - 
I approved this message!
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musician to the club scene’s many vices. 
By most accounts, Prenter was a competent 
day-to-day helper who became “subversive 
in the worst sense.”  Queen members May 
and Taylor saw Mercury’s bosom buddy as 
a money-siphoning hanger-on who wedged 
himself constantly between the singer 
and his band.  And when his relationship 
with Mercury fl oundered, Prenter (himself 
diagnosed with HIV) returned to Ireland (at 
Freddie’s expense) and betrayed the singer’s 
trust by outing him in a tabloid for a paltry 
£32,000.  
         “The less said about him, the better,” 
Taylor monotones.

        Freddie’s laissez-faire hedonism would 
ultimately lead to his death from AIDS-related 
illness. But like so many others at the time, he 
didn’t bother getting tested for HIV because 
there wasn’t a viable treatment available 
anyway.  The commentators weigh in on the 
singer’s efforts to remain “closeted” so long; 
many felt  Mercury might’ve helped the cause 
by coming out—but that wasn’t their decision 
to make.  Broadcaster friend Paul Gambaccini 
condemns modern society’s eagerness to judge 
Mercury (and the whole of Seventies and 
Eighties culture) by today’s standards. “He 
intentionally didn’t get tested,” says the radio 
personality.  “Back then, people just didn’t 
want to know.”  
        Appearing here for the fi rst time are 
clips from Mercury’s decadent 39th birthday 
party in Munich, which Wigg describes as a 
“last hurrah.”  Freddie (who might well have 
known his HIV status by then) had tired of 
fast living and had recently taken up with the 
notion that rock was a young man’s game.
        “His personal interests were bigger 
than rock,” Gambaccini says of Mercury’s 
promiscuous nightclub lifestyle and 
burgeoning interest in opera and ballet.
        Beach recalls Freddie’s disappointment 
with Mr. Bad Guy and says the Queen front 
man wanted to “move on” immediately.  But 
record executives at Columbia weren’t happy 
to learn the next project would be a duets 
album featuring Spanish mezzo soprano 
Montserrat Caballe.  Beach convinced the 
label to let Mercury shop the proposed 
album—Barcelona—elsewhere.
         Freddie’s band mates were having none 
of it, either.  Where May, Taylor, and bassist 
John Deacon typically gave Mercury carte 
blanch to dabble in all sorts of music under 
the Queen umbrella, they weren’t about to be 
co-opted by a female opera singer.  Freddie’s 
fascination with disco (Donna Summer in 
particular) and New Wave had already caused 
tremendous confl ict just a few years prior, 
during the making of Hot Space, so they left 
the vocalist to his own devices.

         “It was the ‘black thing,’” Mercury 
admits with a shrug.  “They hate me for it 
now.”
         Wooed by Freddie’s falsetto-dominated 
demo for “Exercises in Free Love” (the B-side 
to his 1987 cover of Gene Pitney / Platters’ 
hit “The Great Pretender”), Caballe joined 
Mercury on eight tracks that celebrated her 
hometown (which had just been selected 
to host the 1992 Summer Olympics).  
Gambaccini says the Queen crooner was 
initially intimidated by the opera star (“Like 
a teenager seeing The Beatles”) but gradually 
came out of his shell, charming “Montsy” into 
a friendship that lasted the rest of his life.
          Thomas includes almost too much about 
Barcelona for the casual fan. But the album 
clearly meant a great deal to Mercury, and 
subsequent live performances of the material 
in Ibiza and Seoul would be his last.  Sir Tim 
Rice talks about creating characters to shape 
the songs (Freddie was more concerned with 
writing the music and doing the actual singing 
than penning lyrics), with “Golden Boy” and 
“The Fallen Priest” becoming fan favorites. 
Gambaccini notes Mercury had effectively 
done Caballe a service by introducing pop 
rock consumers to her acclaimed opera 
stylings.  The pairing may have seemed like 
a match made in hell to some critics, but the 
shows received positive reviews.
       “Freddie seemed to be saying ‘It’s alright, 
it’s safe,’” Arnold refl ects on the project.  
“’You’re with me, and I know what I’m 
doing.’”
        Barcelona musical director Mike 
Moran recounts how Freddie’s “immense 
presence” was tempered by humility and self-
deprecation.  Their previous collaboration—
“The Great Pretender” single—showed Moran 
that the iconic singer wasn’t afraid to send 
himself up (Freddie is shown in drag in the 
song’s music video, vamping and backing 
himself on vocals).  
        The DVD drops just weeks after Island 
Record’s expanded 2012 edition of Barcelona, 
whereon the album’s original keyboards and 
drum machines are replaced by an eighty-
piece orchestra.  www.freddiemercury.com  
A fully-illustrated coffee table book is also 
available from Insight Editions.  
www.insighteditions.com
         “He was always pushing boundaries,” 
Queen Manager John Reid concludes.  
“Always changing, keeping them guessing.”         
        The Great Pretender also features 
outtakes from video shoots for albums The 
Miracle, Innuendo, and the posthumous Made 
in Heaven.  But it’s the candid interviews and 
television appearances that make the disc a 
must-have.
www.eagle-rock.com             
www.freddieforaday.com 

~Continued from pg. 14
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For more info visit:
www.reverbnation.com

Follow us on
Facebook

Our CD “Debut De La Fin”
is now available on itunes!

SAVE THE MUSIC
Fundraiser Concert to Benefit

By Helen Marketti

THE CRYERSTHE CRYERS
On Saturday, November 10, The Cryers will be the opening band 

for classic artist John Ford Coley at The Winchester in Lakewood.

        The Cryers, from Freehold, NJ have 
been churning out their own rockin’ music as 
well as playing alongside some of the coolest 
names in classic rock history for several years. 
They have toured throughout the United 
States and Canada bringing with them their 
own sound, talent, and unique brand that 
makes them a staple with many artists such 
as Denny Laine (The Moody Blues/Wings), 
Terry Sylvester (The Hollies), Joey Molland 
(Badfi nger), Mark Lindsay (Paul Revere & 
The Raiders) and a most recent addition to the 
list with the band, Ambrosia. This is the short 
list, however. 
The band members are: Joe Orlando (bass/
vocals) Belle Liao (keyboard/vocals)
Jeff Brown (guitar/vocals) Roger Wolford 
(drummer)
        Joe Orlando took some time to share how 
The Cryers formed and evolved, “I started 
the band in 1991. It originally began as an 
original acoustic band. There had been some 
lineup changes over time. Jeff joined the band 
in 2002. He, along with Belle and myself has 
been the nucleus of the band for the past ten 
years. As for the name of the band, it’s a very 
simple story. I’m a fan of the actor, Jon Cryer 
and I thought that would be a cool name for a 
band.”
     Many great reviews have been written 
about the The Cryers. “I would defi nitely 
describe our sound as classic rock,” said 
Joe. “It stems from so many infl uences. My 
father used to listen to all of the crooners 
from South America who had the melodic, 
baritone voices. My mother was a big TV 
fan so we used to watch all of the variety 
shows of the late 50s and early 60s. I liked 
listening to Elvis, The Kingsmen, The 
Kingston Trio and all of the folk groups. The 
Beatles and the whole British Invasion were 
a great infl uence on me as well. I liked early 
country music, Texas swing and things like 
that. Belle was raised on classical music and 
is a classical trained pianist. Roger is a jazz-
trained drummer and has been heavily into 
jazz his entire life. Jeff is kind of a Merle 
Haggard-Waylon Jennings country-rock-style 
player. We are a product of all we have been 
infl uenced by. Each one of our song writing 
styles is so different that we write separately. 
We create our sound by bringing what we each 
have to offer to each song we write.”
     Opening for classic rock artists is a 
reputation that The Cryers have earned for 
themselves over time. “It is quite a buzz to 

work with all of these great people,” said Joe. 
“Many of them I grew up listening to so it’s 
been quite surreal actually, someone pinch 
me (laughs). For the most part, I create all of 
the events for The Cryers. I seek these people 
out and see if there might be an opportunity 
to open up for them or perform with them. So 
for a short time, we are either opening for a 
classic act or we are part of their band and it’s 
a lot of fun. I will approach an artist if I can 
and introduce myself and it goes from there.”
     On Saturday, November 10, The Cryers 
will be opening for John Ford Coley. “You 
hear us talk about these people and you hear 
other artists talk about other people and it’s 
always said how talented they all are but 
it’s true,” said Joe. “John Ford Coley is a 
great talent, a wonderful human being and 
incredibly funny. We go on the road a lot 
together and he keeps us laughing all the 
time.”
     The Winchester is well known to The 
Cryers. “The Winchester is one of my all time 
favorite places to play,” said Joe. “The people 
who own it (Jim and Rebecca) are absolutely 
great. They understand the music and they 
understand musicians. I like the venue and I 
like the sound quality.”
     When not on the road with The Cryers, 
Joe and keyboardist, Belle Liao are the co-
owners of Monmouth Academy of Musical 
Arts located in Morganville, NJ. “Monmouth 
has a pretty long history,” explains Joe. “It 
all started in 1988 when Belle moved to New 
Jersey which was also the same year I met 
her and we became friends. She was teaching 
music lessons out of a large music store. 
Around 1995, the storeowner asked Belle if 
she would be interested in leasing some space. 
She asked me if I would be interested in that 
as well so we became business partners then, 
too. We were already in the band together. 
From 1995 until 2005, we were in a large 
music store giving lessons and then we were 
evicted because they wanted the business 
that we had built, basically. After that, we 
leased our own space. In January of 2006, we 
opened our doors to Monmouth Academy. 
It’s around 8300 square feet, we have 20 
world-class teachers, a performance area and a 
professional recording studio. We have about 
500 students right now.”
     The Cryers keep busy all year long and 
have some plans already in place for 2013, one 
of them being to play Memorial Day Weekend 
in Louisville, KY to an extensive Beatles 

tribute fest, Abbey Road on the River. “We do 
a kick ass version of Sgt. Pepper,” said Joe. 
“We do the version without special effects. We 
just rock it out from beginning to end.” 

For more information on The Cryers and their 
latest CD, “Rock & Roll Holiday”, please visit 
their Facebook page. 

For a full show schedule at The Winchester, 
please visit: www.thewinchester.net
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If  You Can Dream It, 
I Can Build It.
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Patrick Podpadec
Luthier

440.474-2141
ppodpadec@roadrunner.com
www.wood-n-strings.net 

FALL SPECIAL
$1000 OFF

ANY REPAIR
With mention of

this ad.

Custom Designs
Guitars
Basses
Acoustic
Electric
Mandolins
Double Necks
Harp Guitars
Major Repairs
Restorations
       Refinishing
         Refretting
         Intonation Adjustments
         Acoustic Pickup Installs

“The Dreamcaster”
Custom built

for Brian Henke

        Where did the summer go? It seems 
like you close your eyes, turn around and it’s 
fall already. My furnace kicked on the other 
day and that is a sound I’m not quite ready 
for. One thing that I am looking forward to 
is hunkering down 
in my shop this 
winter and producing 
some awesome new 
instruments. I have 
just fi nished some 
drawings for future 
models.
        One of the 
models is a very 
cool body shape 
for a Mandocello, 
which I’ve recently 
fallen in love with. 
For those of you are 
not quite sure what 
a Mandocello is, 
you should check 
out a video on 
YouTube that was 
posted by D’Addario 
Strings with 
master player Mike 
Marshall showing 
the instrument.  
(http://youtu.be/
KAMe9pZwogY). 
         This instrument 
has a warming sound that seems to capture 
tones that can make your belly rumble. 
There are certain notes that each individual 
person has a connection with and the tones 
produced from the Mandocello and the cello 
itself seems to be the ones that talk to me. 
I once heard it said that the C chord on this 
instrument seems to “take over the world,” 
and I have to agree.
          I have also been buying and fi xing up 
some relatively new instruments that have 
been slightly damaged at the distributor’s 
warehouse or during shipping. Some of the 
instruments have little or no visible damage to 
them. Sometimes a bridge on a mandolin gets 
destroyed or the tailpiece may be damaged 
or scratched and the distributor cannot sell 
them. I come in and buy what I feel is a solid 
instrument and I am able to repair or replace 
what is needed and then sell them at reduced 

prices for anyone looking for a good starter 
instrument or possibly a Christmas or birthday 
present  for a new musician. I currently have 
a few in the shop , such as an Acoustic Fret-
less Bass, a very nice A style mandolin with 

a gig bag, a brand 
new guitar (I still 
can’t fi nd what was 
wrong with this 
one), a brand new 
lap steel dobro with 
a hardshell case, a 
viola, etc. Anyone 
interested can give 
me a call at 440-
474-2141 or contact 
me by email at 
ppodpadec@gmail.
com. One more 
great little guitar 
worth mentioning is 
a  real Gibson Les 
Paul Special with 
a solid mahogany 
body , rosewood 
fi ngerboard, 
excellent condition 
and playing 
perfectly for the 
low price of only 
$600.00.
          The past few 
weeks I’ve been 

fi nishing up a lot of projects. One was an old 
early 30’s Kay Kraft guitar that has spent far 
too long in my shop. I’m sure the customer is 
even happier than I am to have it fi nished. It 
required me to build a complete fi ngerboard 
replica to the original. I even improved it by 
using a grade A ebony fi ngerboard blank. I 
had to copy the scale length and inlay patterns 
on it; a complete fret job along with some 
detailed engraving on the inlays was also 
done. After repairing a few cracks, reglueing 
some cracked braces, replacing some intricate 
binding and adjusting everything, I’m glad 
to say that it plays like a dream. It is so 
rewarding to bring back a vintage guitar back 
to its almost original condition and have it 
make beautiful music once again. Wow!
         Another fun project I have been working 
on is turning a “toy” ukelele into an actual 
working instrument. I’m using the original 

body of the uke which is made out of tin. It’s 
an extremely small body that I ‘m building 
a real neck & fi ngerboard for it.  Sometimes 
I take that saying “If you can dream it, I can 
build it” a little too far! But, I have to admit 
it is one of the more fun things that I have 
done lately. I’m sure that it will be a “show 
stopper” when people see it.
          I have been working on putting a 
sustainer system into a guitar. This is an 
electronic “gizmo” that has the capability of 
making your guitar notes ring with an infi nite 
sustain. It is almost like what an “ebow” 
does but it also can change the harmonic too. 
It’s very cool. I have been putting together a 
series of videos to go along with this repair 
and hope you all have a chance to see them at 
www.liamguitars.com. 
         This project of doing videos has fi nally 
given me the kick start that I needed to make 
more videos on the subject of guitar repair and 
building. In the not so distant future I hope to 
have a wide variety of topics to choose from. 
I know that there are a lot of “how to” videos 
out there already, but I fi gure it never hurts 
to learn a different and possibly better way to 
do something. I know myself I watch videos 
of certain techniques and sometimes I will 
adapt it or try to improve on it. I may have 
seen a certain jig in use or think of some other 
application that a procedure might be useful 
on; whatever it takes to improve the quality of 
my work. It’s always nice to fi nd a faster way 
to do things, but if it does not improve the 
overall quality, I usually don’t do it. I often 
choose the safest way instead. After all, I want 
to have all of my “digits” intact so that I ‘m 
able to continue my profession for many years 
to come. 
         So, if you’re out there trying to improve 
your instruments’ sound or playability and 
you run across a snag, or just want to ask a 
few questions (All answers are free of charge! 
even the wrong ones.) Just free feel to call 
me at 440-474-2141 or email me a pat@
liamgiutars.com.  And by all means, please 
“Stay in Tune”!

 Thanks Again!
 Patrick from Liam Guitars / Wood-n-Strings
  

By Luthier Patrick Podpadec

check out
www.tomtoddmusic.com 

for more information & pictures

Debonne Vineyards

Vintage Estates
Boardman  

The Winery at Spring Hill  

Gostilna Restaurant,
Euclid
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By Steve Guy

JUST FOR LAUGHS

Happy Halloween You 
Hooligans!
       It’s Halloween season and we all know 
what that means. It’s the one time of year 
where it’s socially acceptable by a majority 
for women to dress as scantily clad as they 
can (which somehow constitutes a costume) 
and for men to dress up as women. The irony 
of the latter of course is that some men do this 
and think they may actually be able to trick 
people, but fail to realize everyone knows who 
the women are on Halloween; they’re the ones 
with no clothes on.
         Each year we see the random gathering 
of costumes inspired all things popular culture 
and a complete lack of creativity. For those 
who don’t fall into the popular category we 
are blessed to see them in costumes also 
inspired by a lack of creativity appealing 
to the portion of brain developed in middle 
school. In other words the “Seymour Buttes” 
fan club or “God’s Gift to Women.” Along 
with these unimaginative outfi ts is of course 
the “Naughty” collection for the females; 
naughty nurse, naughty cop, naughty bunny, 
naughty maid, naughty Romney, etc.
What I would like to offer are a few clever 
ideas. Some are takes on juvenile humor and 
a twist of popular culture, but it’s the more 
imaginative form of these that always works 
as party pleaser. Something that everyone will 
talk about for years to come!
        The fi rst is a very simple idea: get 
yourself some cardboard or poster board, 
anything that you can cut ruffl ed edges onto. 
Then if you’re an excellent artist draw and 
color a picture of a certain cartoon dog in a 
Disney animated feature from years ago. If 
you’re not a very good artist print yourself out 
a picture of said dog and plop it right in the 

middle of your board. Find a way to fashion 
this to any type of outfi t underneath and 
what you’ve got yourself is indeed a “Tramp 
Stamp.”
          This next one may be a bit lewd, but 
I promise it will be a hit! It’s going to take 
a bit more effort as you need to create two 
rather large paper mache balls and paint 
them a lighter brown (tan would be most 
accurate). Naturally you’re going to need a 
shirt that matches this and then a bald cap. 
Finally, get one of those hula skirts (not the 
green ones) and some spray paint and make 
it bright yellow. Tie this only halfway around 
your waist and if possible fashion it in a way 
to connect the balls and these should end up 
in the front and the skirt in the back of you. 
Additionally if you can score an oversized 
pair of sunglasses put these on top of the 
balls. Ultimately, my friend, you are dressed 
as the latest sex tape superstar; Hulk Hogan’s 
genitalia. 
          These were two of the more elaborate 
ideas, but I do have some that are a bit easier. 
For instance, if you’re staying in Northeast 
Ohio, defi nitely go with a lighter colored suit, 
give yourself a bit of a tan, spray your hair 
white and comb to the side. Then make sure 
you have a bright orange colored tie on and 
you have now dressed yourself as the new 

hero of the lakefront, Browns owner Jimmy 
Haslam.
          Now, I understand that it’s a political 
year and for the ladies we’re going to see 
quite a few Michelle Obamas out there and 
for the guys plenty of Mitts and Baracks. This 
of course may also result in a few Bidens 
and Ryans which will always be a good time, 
but I have an alternative suggestion. Test the 
awareness of your partygoers and whether 
you’re a man or a woman why not portray 
Debate 2 folk legend Candy Crowley of CNN? 
           Well those are my ideas. Feel free to 
try any of them out and get back to me with 
how they worked out! For those of you who 
ultimately do any of these and end up with 
a great conversation starter that gets you a 
companion in your bedroom for an evening, 
you’re welcome.
Email me pictures if you do any of these ideas 
at uplatewithsteveguy@gmail.com

Comedy Corner
          Let’s start with Up Late With Steve Guy. 
We’ll be taping in front of a live audience at 
LIQUIDSIXX in downtown Cleveland again 
on Wednesday October 24th and November 7th. 
Our guests on the 24th include Maureen Kyle 
of WKYC Channel 3 and the band IPhonic. 
On November 7th we’ve got representatives 

of the Cleveland Comedy Festival which 
gets started the following week. Plus as an 
added bonus they’re starting a Sushi Night on 
Wednesdays on November 7th! Both tapings 
begin at 9pm and of course if you can’t make 
it catch our show at www.uplate-tv.com for all 
episodes.
Nov. 3rd – Speak Easy Comedy
It’s a once a month show that gets started in 
a big way on Saturday November 3rd. The 
cover is $10 and the show is in the basement 
of the Euclid Tavern located at 11625 Euclid 
Ave, Cleveland. An awesome and intimate feel 
with the resemblance of a bar you’d fi nd in the 
Prohibition times aka a Speakeasy. The fi rst 
show is headlined by Chad Zumock from the 
Alan Cox Show on WMMS in the afternoons. 
It will also feature me and my Up Late cohost 
Rodescu Hopkins. There will be drinks 
available at the show, but it is CASH ONLY 
(ATM located on premise).
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Westside Steve

www.westsidesteve.com

Tommy's 

Atlas Shrugged 2 
PG13  112 min
       First of all I think Ayn Rand is brilliant.  
I believe that her novel Atlas Shrugged is a 
monumental work and one of literatures most 
important entries.  Her philosophy, kind of the 
polar opposite of communism or socialism 
is a cornerstone for thousands if not millions 
of believer’s in what I call the Neo Capitalist 
movement. 
        But, and there is always a but, I don’t 
think it’s a great book. With respect and apolo-
gies to Ms Rand’s apostles we must admit that 
Atlas Shrugged was a chore to get through. 
Unlike the Lord of the Rings or other epic 
novels that one might read again and again, 
Atlas Shrugged is a struggle to fi nish. Still 
like Mein Kampf, the Communist Manifesto 
and the Bible it’s the idea that matters not the 
prose.
       Now because this is a movie review and 
not a political essay I’m forced to again step 
off the reservation and admit it it’s not a great 
movie either. 
       Decades have passed since the novel was 
written and released and so the fi lm version 
has been updated to the 21st century.  Since 
the two major industries most prominently 
involved here are railroads and steel the open-
ing stipulates that in the foreseeable future the 
price of fuel has gone so high that the railroads 
are once again the world’s primary source of 
transportation.
       That means that at least three outstanding 
industries, Taggart RR line, Danager mining 
operations and Reardon Metal are interlinked 
in the creation of the world’s fi nest operation.
That also means that the Taggart line and 
Reardon metal stand head and shoulders above 
the competition.
       Plato said that in a democracy sooner or 
later the citizens will vote themselves more 
benefi ts than those who produce wealth can 
provide, and here, when those who own and 
operate inferior companies are falling behind, 
the government passes the “Fair Share” law.
Now the men who have built these empires are 
forced, by law, to hand over the technology to 
the lesser players. It’s only fair, right?

        The pitfalls of government interference 
take shape through this second installment as 
an odd phenomenon begins to take shape.
One by one the movers and shakers, the elite 
scientists and entrepreneurs across the country 
start to disappear.
Dagne Taggart is searching for any scientist 
competent enough to decipher the workings of 
an abandoned but highly advanced engine.
        In this post-industrial Armageddon all the 
best minds have disappeared. Her search ends 
as her plane goes down in a hidden valley.
       As she’s rescued from the wreckage she’s 
greeted by a man who says simply “I am John 
Galt.”
      As I say it’s a brilliant philosophy whether 

By Westside Steve Simmons

or not it can exist in the real world.
As for the movie itself, well it seems as 
though the best and brightest directors, writ-
ers, fi lmographers and actors in the industry 
may have taken off to that hidden valley.
It isn’t bad, but it never rises to the heights I’m
sure Rand’s followers would have wished for.

C+

Seven Psychopaths
CBS  R  109 min  
       I have to begin by apologizing for not 
reviewing a horror fi lm this close to Hallow-

Whooz Playin’

Debonne Vineyards
Whooz Playin' Trio

Winery at Spring Hill
Whooz Playin’ Duo

Your Vine or Mine?
Downtown Painesville

Len & Tina
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een. As you know the North Coast Voice hit 
the stands before that holiday and presumably 
before the release of any of the worthwhile 
horror fi lms, and I just couldn’t force myself 
to sit through another installment of PARA-
NORMAL ACTIVITY. 
Sorry.
 I’m not usually a fan of what they call dark 
comedy but I’m not even sure if 7 PSYCHO-
PATHS actually falls under that blanket. 
It is, of course, 
dark and it is a 
little funny from 
time to time but it 
is also pretty damn 
violent even if it is 
presented in a light 
hearted way. Well, as 
light hearted as kill-
ing a bunch of people 
can be.  Think of 
Quentin Tarantino 
on a couple hits of 
Paxil.
Actually, what 
drew me to this 
one is two of the 
members of the 
cast, Colin Far-
rell and Christo-
pher Walken. 
I usually like 
Farrell but 
Walken is a 
special breed. 
Some actors like Gary Oldman, 
Meryl Streep, and Kenneth Branagh are so 
good that they become whatever character 
they play. 
Some others like Sean Connery, Humphrey 
Bogart or Bette Davis are so charismatic that 
the character becomes them. Walken is in a 
category similar to the second group. He’s just 
rivetingly odd. 
At any rate I would be doing you a disservice 
by laying out the plot to this one so I sug-
gest you see it before you read further even 
though reading further would probably just be 
confusing. 
3 of the other 5 psychopaths are played by 
Woody Harrelson, Sam Rockwell and the one 
and only Tom Waits. I won’t tell you which 
are which because it’s fun to watch the fi lm 
unfold but let’s just say Marty (Farrell) is an 
Irish American playwright trying to write a 
screenplay of the same name and trying even 

harder to create 7 psychopathic characters. His 
lunatic buddy Billy (Rockwell) is helping with 
the search. The entire convoluted plot revolves 
around a scam where one of the psychos has 
started a cottage industry kidnapping pet dogs 
and collecting rewards upon their return.  
Providence would have it that he snatches 
the wrong shitzu and its owner, a crazy mob 
boss, vows deadly retaliation. Pretty soon 

everybody’s killing everybody else 
while Marty’s screenplay becomes 
crazier and crazier.
7 PSYCOPATHS never slows 
down or becomes predictable so 
don’t worry about getting bored.
I’m sure some will fi nd it just 
too far over the top. Not me.

A-
And for the lovers of Hallow-

een, remember:
WSS says the world’s two 
scariest fi lms ever are THE 
EXORCIST and TEXAS 
CHAINSAW MASSACRE.
Turn off the lights crank up 
the wide screen blu ray and 
unplug the phone. 

WSS
Email westsidesteve@aol.
com
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You don’t have to leave your dogs
kennelled or alone while you’re away,

they can stay with me!

Call Linde at

440-951-2468

PUPPY RAISER,
Leader Dogs for the Blind

PUPPIES
& SENIORS
WELCOME!

In support of her album Working 
Girl’s Guitar (released 10/16) and 
her involvement in Janis Martin’s 
posthumous release The Blanco 
Sessions, Rosie Flores is performing at 
The Beachland Tavern Monday, 
November 5.  8 pm showtime / 
$12 / All Ages 

        When Rosie Flores recently 
sold a vintage guitar to a 
fellow Austin TX musician, he 
dubbed the beat up beauty a real 
“working girl’s guitar.” The 
next day he called with what 
would be the title track to her 
latest album, but, as he told 
Rosie, “I didn’t write it, the 
guitar did.” It’s a poetically 
apt story to sum up the 
transcendental spirit and 
music of a road survivor 
like Rosie Flores.
       Rosie Flores, the 
Rockabilly Filly, the 
versatile virtuoso on the 
working girl’s guitar, strips it 
down to the lean meat of her 
playing, singing, and 
songwriting 
on her 11th 
album. For the 
fi rst time, Rosie 
handles all production 
duties and covers all the guitar 
bases and, consequently, Working Girl’s 
Guitar crackles with a loose, straightforward 
energy fi t to be played everywhere from 
palaces to bars.
Right out of the gate, Rosie fi res up her big-
chord guns—because, at its heart, any Rosie 
record is a guitar record—for songs that tell 
some hard-learned tales. Resonating with 
miles of grit, grace and determination, the 
anthemic title track gallops out of the sunrise, 
and the Texas blues rave-up “Little But I’m 
Loud,” throws some serious devil longhorns. 
The instrumental “Surf Demon #5” rides some 
slinky West Texas waves, and the chunky 
guitar on the King’s classic “Too Much” is a 
muscular contrast to her sly come-hither purrs. 
And don’t overlook Rosie in full-on rockabilly 
rumble mode with the Janis Martin cover of 
“Drugstore Rock and Roll.”
        But there’s more than just six-string 
heroics on Working Girl’s Guitar. “Yeah, 

Yeah,” a gorgeous tribute to a fellow road 
dog, the late Duane Jarvis, channels some 
languid, longing Beatles-infl ected pop. Adding 
to the light that glows through the sadness 
is pedalsteel player Greg Leisz, the prolifi c 
West Coast multi instrumentalist who has 
appeared on recordings by A listers such as 
Dave Alvin, Wilco, Sheryl Crow, Robert Plant, 
and Bon Iver. The elegantly 

cool “Love Must 
Have Passed Me 

By” is an old school
countrypolitan duet 

with the pop music 
legend Bobby Vee (“The 

Night Has a Thousand Eyes,” 
“Take Good Care of My Baby”). 

“If” is straight up soulful street 
corner doo-wop and the re-imagining 
of “While My Guitar Gently Weeps” 

adds some Django Reinhardt here 
and some shuffl e there, imbuing 
it with an elegiac gentleness 
reminiscent of the Everly 
Brothers.
Beginning in the late ‘70s 
with her rockabilly punk 
band the Screamin’ Sirens, 
Rosie Flores has crafted 
a pioneering career in the 
roots underground. She was 

an integral part of the Los 
Angeles New Traditionalist scene 

that gave rise to Dwight Yoakam, 
the Blasters and Los Lobos; recorded 

with Ray Campi, rockabilly and riot grrrl 
icons Janis Martin, and recent Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame inductee Wanda Jackson. Her 
last album, Girl of the Century (released on 
Bloodshot in 2009) was a collaboration with 
Jon Langford (Waco Brothers, Mekons). Rosie 
also raised funds for and produced the recently 
released posthumous Janis Martin album The 
Blanco Sessions.
www.beachlandballroom.com
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~ Rick Ray

You Can’t Make Me!
       Being a devout nonconformist I fi nd that 
people will go to great lengths to try to make 
you do things or say things or think like they 
do.  It’s like they go off on an ego trip and 
expect you to fl ip the bill!
       I wrote about this once four years ago and 
called the affl iction “Egobuttiteous”!
       The correct pronunciation of 
Egobuttiteous is (ee-go-but-tie-tus), and refers 
to a “Cranial Cavity Gray Matter Infestation”!  
In short this is when a butthead has an 
ego problem and preys on others to make 
themselves feel superior by using sick twisted 
manipulating traps to criticize, demoralize 
and ridicule others into conformity so that 
they can feel good about themselves!
       I call these weirdo’s “Egobutts”, which 
are usually male in gender and remind me 
of an over bloated used car salesman or 
politician!  The only reason I bring this up is 
that after nearly four years I’ve had another 
one try to manipulate me!
       I was ready for this one though but 
instead of popping him in the forehead with a 
rubber band, water bottle, spit ball, crumpled 
up paper cup, rock, tree limb, hammer, or 
brick I decided to just let him think he’d 
gotten to me so I could watch him swell up 
like a blowfi sh and laugh at his feeble minded 
thick skulled Neanderthal gestures while 
describing how superior he was then said, 
“You can’t make me”!  Heh Heh Heh!
       There appears to be at least two other 
infestations covered in my article four years 
ago that remain a threat and I feel the need 
to warn you of them again for your 
protection.

The fi rst one is:

       “Holadaitrius” (haul-uh-day-
tree-us)
I called these infested people 
“Holdacians”. 
(haul-day-she-uns)
       These Holdacians have 
an uncontrollable desire to 
infest the rest of us with their 
hideous holiday decorations 
way before the holiday in 
question is even close.  
You’ll fi nd that most of 
these poor infected souls 

work in your malls, department stores, drug 
stores, and grocery stores.  You’ll know where 
they live because their houses are completely 
surrounded by “Holdacian Yard Crap” like 
blow up Frosty The Snowmen that like to play 
chicken with you!
       These people are generally nice people 
and harmless but very crafty in their ability 
to infect the rest of us.  In case some of 
you hadn’t noticed, by the end of August 
Halloween items are starting to be displayed 
in the stores.  Then in September Halloween 
and Thanksgiving items were on display.
       Now in October I see Halloween, 
Thanksgiving, and Christmas items 
everywhere and to top it all off there’s even 
election items displayed right along with all 
the other Holdacian crap!
       This leads us to the second gray matter 
infestation that continues to infect so many of 
you, this one I called:
        “Electotarium Disease” (elek-tow-tare-
e-um)
        I called these infested creeps 
“Electacians”, (ee-lek-tay-shuns). The only 
good thing about Electacians is that they only 
crawl out from under their rocks every two to 
four years, sort of like cicadas! These creepy 
little ignoramuses have the ability to convince 
you that their politician of choice is not a liar 
or a cheat… no really!
        Once in your brain they will even 
convince you that the media is not bias and 
that you can trust everything you hear or see 
in the news.  

       So again after four years 
I fear that some of you will 
fall victim to one of these 
diseases so beware and if 

you have a boss, husband, 
wife, sibling, or neighbor 

Egobuttiteous infestation just 
say “You can’t make me” and go 
for the brick to the forehead and 

be done with it!

~ Snarp
www.snarpfarkle.com
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Wed., Oct. 24   Tom Todd 
Fri., Oct. 26      Whooz Playin 
Sat., Oct. 27     Little Noise 

HALLOWINE PARTY! 
 
Fri., Nov. 2       2 Aces 
Sat., Nov. 3       Hatrick 
 
Fri., Nov. 9       Tom Todd 
Sat., Nov. 10     Little Noise 
 
Fri., Nov. 16     Larry Smith 
Sat., Nov. 17     Whooz Playin Trio 
 
Wed., Nov. 21  Dennis Ford 
Fri., Nov. 23     Hatrick 
Sat., Nov. 24     Light of Day Duo 
 
 

 

 

Music plays Wed. 6:30-10:30;  
Fri. 7-11 p.m.; Sat. 3:30-7:30 p.m.; 

Sun. 2:30-5:30 p.m. 

JOIN US FOR LIVE MUSIC 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, & SUNDAY 

 
 

Friday, October 26th, Light of Day  
Sat., Oct. 27th, Andy’s Last Band  

HALLOWEEN PARTY! 
Sunday, Oct. 28th, Larry Smith Jazz 

  

Friday, Nov.2nd, Trilogy (Light Rock) 
Sat., Nov. 3rd, Castaways (Rock) 

Sun., Nov. 4th, Akin for Jazz (Jazz) 
 

Fri., Nov. 9th, BackTraxx (Oldies) 
Sat., Nov. 10th, Baconcake (Rock) 
Sun., Nov. 11th, John Toula (Jazz) 

 
 

Music plays Friday & Saturday from 
7:30-10:30 p.m.  

&  Sundays from 4-7. 
 

 


